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ABSTRACT
The study examined differences in education-related

attitudes between a group employed in a technologically and
scientifically oriented manufacturing facility and a group from a job
environment that reflected chronic unemployment, low skill
requirements, terminal achievement levels, and poor opportunities for
advancement. Questionnaires were administered to 80 employees (both
tribal and nontribal) of the William Langer Jewel Bearing Plant and
52 household heads from the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation
(Chippewa). Basic areas covored by the questionnaire were educational
aspiration, individual achievement, educational experience, work
evaluation, educational influence, public interest, life environment,
and backgroupd variables. An analysis of attendance of Turtle
Mountain enrollees in colleges and universities and an analysis of
Belcourt High School students' educational achievements considering
their parents' occupational status were also conducted. With the
exception of a few items such as the expectation of government aid
for their children, an assessment that the costs of education were
too high, and a basic interest in tribal affairs, a very similar
distribution of response existed for the three target groups.
Significant differences existed between groups in regard to specific
situations which placed attitudinal constraints on the group, such as
the availability of Bureau of Indian Affairs post-secondary education
grants. (NQ)
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SURVEY or EDUCATION REMTED ATTITUDES or TRIBAL AND
NON-TRIBAL WORKERS AT LANGUR PLANT AT ROLLA, NORTH DAKOTA

I. Inteoduetion
C,.

Within recent years a great deal of research has been pursued

in the area of educational and aspirational attitudes among minority

groups and in particular the minority group of American Indians.

Most of these studies have focused on educational attitudes and post-

secondary aspirations of high school students of American Indian

descent. These studies, focusing on "captive" populations, have

attempted to identify and measure effect of ethnic traditions and

value systems,' measure demand for Indian studies,2 and determine

self-concept and educational aspirations,3 measure a] enatiol and

school dropout,4 and also measure predisposition toward post-secondary

education.5 Other studies focused on the education-related attitudes

of parerts, testing such issues as criticism of BIA school programs,6

and influence of the parent on post-secondary aspirations of students.7

Other factors such as income re related to educational aspirations

in o Les studies.8

This study attempts to add to the existing findings of the

aforementioned studies. It focuses on a discovery and measurement

or edueation-related attitudes in a pavtieular labor environment that

at the outset promised to reveal factors related to the expression of

pro-educational pusit ions and to behavioral indicators which register

commitment to post-seeondary educallon involvement.

1
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The study was initiutec' on the assumption that an educational

aspivatiou above the sveonthiry level would he mope Frequently mul-
e%

fested in those fainilial environments where parents hold positive

edueatimal attitudes, and in partivular, hold positive attitudes

towavd viluvatIon. Thvst. attitudvs woad be nwomanlvd by

expectations of post-secondary educational attendance on the part of

their own ePildren and by comitments of their own resources to their

children's education.

This assumption is not a new one. It is essential to a great

many prior studies.

This study adds an additional assumption. Phrased as a hypo-

thesis it indicates that more positively oriented < lation-related

attitudes and behavioral indicators of educational p. 'gross and aspir-

ation will both be associated with parental labor environments that

manifest economic stability and worker satisfaction. Particular dif-

ferentiation in the dependent variables ( education- related attitudes

and indicators of educational progress) is to be investigated where

a labor environment exists which is unique in providing an attractive

work program in the midst of a larger labor environment manifesting

much less secure and less satisfying conditions. In particular it

seeks to find differences in education-related attitudes between a

group enjoying long-term employment in a technologically and scienti-

fically on manuraeturing facility with pleasant working condi-

tions and a group which has had experience and continues to be involved

in a lob environment that reflects chronic unemployment, low skill require-

ments, terminal achievement levels and poor opportunities for advance-

ment. If both groups happen to belong to a social and ethnic minority
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that has experienced long term (generational) 'deprivation in terms

of low status, evonomie privation, stifled oppoPtunities and syste-

matic alienation then the researcher has a laboratory situation which

enable!: him to nap the effect of the improved labor environment under

the ontroL I) the m:noity group mymbership.

What is hypothesized is an influence that is carried through

several stages. What we initially have to differentiate is a labor

environment which itself contributes to the development of a certain

occupational aspiration and achievement motives. That is the nature

of the labor environment in terms of security of the position, the

earnings and perquisites of the position, and the working conditions

will ultimately have an effect upon the ultimate life-style aspira-

tions of the individuals or families affected by a wage earner in

that labor environment. Included in these life-system aspirations

are expectrtions relative to mobility, home ownership, financial

activity, social and community involvement and to plans for the edu-

cation and future of children.

The labor environment and the particular work role that the

person holds in that environment may also have an effect upon his

aspirations. Holding a secure career position that involves a sense

of purpose and importance of task that also contributes to self-

actualization can be expected to contribute to the development of life

style aspirations involving betterment of self and betterment of life

situations for one's children. Again, this is to be reflected in edu-

cation related attitudes.

The conceptual linkage involving influence between labor environ-

ment and various self perceptions and education related attitudes follows;
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perception or

Labor 4 Job Life--------->
Env iromont J Perin mance (S i tna t i on)

(iit'hievrment)

For self

Aspirations

mop phildren

To accomplish the objective of this study the researchers con-

ducted a survey aimed at extracting both education related attitudes

and the intervening attitudes reflecting general achievement.



II. Setting of the Study

A laboratory sitoatioo was prrsentrd to the resvarchrrs

terms or it labor ravimountlit milieue existing un the Turtle Mountain

Indian Reservation in North Dakota. The Reservation located in North-

central North Dakota about 10 miles south of the Canadian border is

home of the Turtle Aountain Chippewa Indian Tribe. The persons of

Indian herltage residing on the reser 10111 are of a mixed ancestry

traceable to early French fur traders from Canada and to English Scotch

and Irish roots as well as to the Chippewa tribe.

The tribal residents numbering some 7500 live within or

closely adjacent to a small reservation area of 72 square miles (2 stan-

dard townships). A higher density of rural population is conce:Itrated

into an area that fer most of the reservation is unsuitable for agri-

culture (low rolling heavily glaciated hills covered with small trees

and brush and interspersed with many small lakes), has very little

available industry and is isolated from any large towns. The community

is isolated erd even the shopping centers for the community are some

50 to 100 miles distant.

Of the tribal community some 1200 live in lielcourt, headquarters

for the tribe, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Public Health

Service. Only a few necessary businesses are located in the town.

Because or its economic and geographic isolation the Reserva-

tion covynunity has for years and in fact for decades suffered under

ehronicunemploympni. According to Wilson some SO to 90 per cent of

the Reservation residents are unemployed.9 A Bureau of Indian Affairs

S
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Report or the Labor curve taken in March, 197i111 reveals that of a

total resident Indian population of working age, 16 years or over,

of some 2085 persons that vonstituted an available labor force (minus

students, disabled and women for which no child care substitute were

available). the employed totaled 1128 and unemployed 957. of the 957

some 211 were engaged only in seasonal work. The ratio of employed

to unemployed was more depressing for males. In an available labor

force of 1194 persons, the employed total, 557, of which 144 had only

seasonal employment. The unemployed constituted 637 or 53.3%.

These 1973 figures constitute an improvement over prior years.

The major sources of employment for the residents have been:

1. United States Bureau of Indian Affairs (including a con-

siderable number of seasonal positions /gunner/ involving

building and maintenance of roads).

2. Turtle Mountain Community School.

3. Mated States Public Health Serviec.

14. North Dakota Sanatorium at San Haven.

5. Fanning.

In the past few years, however, employment opportunities have

expanded in three areas:

1. Turtle Mountain 11, using Authority (which has built or

renovated some 11110 dwellings on reservations in last four

years).

2. Conummity Action Programs (various federal aid programs

administered by tribe).

3. Al m coloArnetiou (construction tradvs pof,itious in con-

struction of anti-ballistic sites being erected some 31)

to 50 miles from reservation) .
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4) Electronic assembly. 040S Atron has established an

assemhly plant to produce computer memory cores. A

work force of 35--overwhelmingly fethale--is engaged in

micro-wiring operations and testing).

The Lamp environment is basically a very depressing one.

Chronic and seasonal employment and general poverty are the norm.

Incidence of social problems among the families is high (alcoholism,

divorce, family strife). The North Dakota Indian Affairs Commis-

sion reported in 1968 the following income profile for the families

on the reservation.11

Earnings # of families

Under $1,000 0
277
390
520
240

Over $10,000 25

$1,000 - $1,999
$2,000 - $2,999
$3,000 - $4,099
$S,000 - SO,999

Within the general labor environment the expectations of the

researchers are that education and life aspirations will be diminished.

There may be more cynicism about educational opportunities and chances

for positions offering greater esteem.

Within the general labor environment there exists an enclave

of labor opportunity providing a very dissimilar labor environment.

In 1951 efforts were made to establish a skilled industry to provide

employment for the American reservation community. The U.S. govern-

men in conjunction With the Rulova Watch Company constructed the

Turtle Mountain Ordnance Plant (now named the William Langer Jewel

Bearing Plant) and entered into contracts for the training of local

personnel to operate the plant. The plant makes precision jewel bear-

ings from ruby and sapphire material which are then shipped to defense



industry contractors as vomponents in sophisticated electronic and

meehanical hardwave. The maunraeturing process ineludes the peduetion

of ruby and sapphire rods to small blanks which are then drilled and

polished to make completed jewel bearings. Tolerances as fin' as

illhjim of ;pi illoh must bv obtainod. rind1 shaping and quality voutcul

are made under microscopic sights. The work environment, while not

requiring the innovative and varied routine associated with scientific

work, does present a laboratory atmosphere.

Work conditions at the plant are attractive. Work areas arc

well lit, comfortably air conditioned, and very clean. The work for

many of the employees is exacting (drilling, polishing, inspecting).

It requires dexterity and patience (applied under magnification) to

produce useable products. Because of the exactitude of the production

opecativns the vast majority of the line positions are filled by female

personnel. Male personnel have difficulty in persisting in these rou-

tine but exacting operations without boredom, frustration or loss of

dexterity. To maintain proficiency and employee morale a policy of

working at one's own pace is followed. An employee has the option of

structuring his own work breaks.

The management or the William Langer Plant puts stress on main-

taining good employee relations. A liberal leave of absence policy

is followed. Pay scales (see Appendix) are fair relative to wage

offerings in the vonuminity. Health insurance anti pension policies

are also attractive.

This labor environment has been marked by employee satisfaction

and career emmitment. During tip, first few years of the plants opera-

tions, the enterprise was marked by considerable employee turnover,
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absenteeism, and employee resignation. After about five years of

operation the plant achieved a generally permanent labor force.

Some of the employees have ten or more years experience at the plant.

At the present time the managers of the plant report less than five

pre coot employee turnover per year whieh is less than that or most

Ameriean industries.

At present some GO per cent of the workers at the William

Langer plant are of tribal heritage. In 196G some 77 per cent of

the employees were tribal. The ratio of tribal to non-tribal employee

has declined in recent years. Local commentators have indicated that

there would be a higher proportion of tribal workers had the basic

decision located the plant on the Reservation or in Belcourt instead

of in Rolla, some five miles away. Many of the reservations do not

possess dependable transportation and this may be an inhibiting fac-

tor. No one reported any attempt to establish a shuttle bus line

for such a purpose. A large number of female's in the available labor

force also do not have access to an independent source of transporta-

tion and are precluded from applying for positions.



III. Conduct of the Survey

The basic, devi!don was to eondnet a eomparative survey involv-

ing a population or employees at the Langer plant and a control popu-

lation of heads of households on the Turtle Mountain Reservation.

Since the William Langer plant also employs non-tribal employees a

decision was made to also administer the instrument to those employees

of the enterprise. This permitted us to make comparisons between tri-

bal and non-tribal groups and to furnish us with a control variable

with the Langer employee group.

At the time that we contacted the management of the Langer plant

some 87 persons were employed at the plant. The work force is some-

what larger at times but generally hovers at this level varying slightly

with numbers of personnel on vacation or on leave of absence. The num-

ber of employees being under one hundred the decision was made to admin-

ister the instrument to the entire work force instead of relying upon

a sample of each employee sub-group. In any case the problem of obtain-

ing a representative sample w..ere one's total universe has an N lower

than 60 was overcome. In administering.; the instrument original inten-

tion was to obtain names of employees a.11 arrange for interviews during

non-working hours. This approach would have involved many weeks of

time tali the part or interviewers with uncertain prospects of success.

We were fortunate to obtain the cooperation of the management

of the Langer plant to conduct the suevey on the premises or the plant

during plant operations. Permission was obtained allowing the researchers

. 10
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to make a small. group administration of the questionnaire during; work

breaks. Work breaks wuv extended fop those taking the questionnaire.

Four separate groups of approximately 2D each were administered the

instrument in November. The time for administration of the instrument

was in ni'llitoz. A five minute explanation was given prior to the admtt-

istvation of the instrument and respondents were instructed to address

any questions about interpeetation or meaning of the items to the inter-

viewer at any time during the conduct of the inquiry. At each section

the interviewer supplied a short explanatory introduction. Several

respondents during each administration requested such clarification.

The next step was to extend the same inquiry to a Reservation

Control Group. Certainly a Control Croup as large as the non-tribal

Langer employees was indicated (35), and the objective was to obtain

as representative a group as we could in terms of occupational status

and income levels.

Through the cooperative efforts of the Indian Culture Center

at the University of North Dakota the researchers enlisted five stu-

dents of tribal heritage all from the Turtle Mountain Indian Reserva-

tion to each conduct some 12 interviews in which the head of household

would respond to the same inquiries that had been made to the Langer

Plant umpioyvvs. The five university students were led by one student

who had considerable interview experience having conducted SGMe 400

interviews in a study vondueted at the Reservation the previous summer.

The five interviewers were able to complete their interviews

during the Thanksgiving Day and Christmas vacations. The instructions

to the interviewees who were briefed in two two-hour sessions are
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included in an appendix. A random sampling or households based on a

tribal listing would have the ideal in selecting eespondents roe the

Control group. The chief limitation in this approach for us was the

problem of finding selected vespondents at home. This approach would

have nooe:.hitated

It was then decided to rely upon a geographically bused random

Sampling with the researchers and the team leader x' ink; out a random

pattern of township sections. Each interviewer was then to proceed

from Be1court on an artery leading to that section and stop at the

first household on one's right in that section. To facilitate inter-

viewing the study also relied upon a cluster technique. An interviewer

could interview two or a maximum of three adjacent households. A map

indicating the geographic distribution of control group respondents

is included in the Appendix. A total of Si interviews were taken of

the control group.

Cooperation between student interviewers and respondents was

good. Questionnaires were thoroughly filled out. Some seven respon-

dents were not interested in being interviewed. As the interviewers

indicated, these seven refusals came for the most part from unemployed

welfare ease household ?wads.



lV, The quvaionnaire

The bas icy ;writs towhee' by the finally agreed upon question-

naive invnlvcd:

A. Basic educational aspiration scales focusing primarily

on aspiration to higher education.

B. Individual achievement measures.

C. An educational experience scale.

D. A work evaluation scale.

E. An educational influence scale.

F. A public interest scale.

G. A life environment scale.

H. Background variables.

H Basic Educational Aspiration Scales

The first education scale was one derived from the Standard

Glassey Smite,12 which is composed of 34 scaled items. The items

selected for the abbreviated scale along with their standardized

scale scorer; are as follows:

1.0 I am intensely interested in education.

1.2 Only educated people can live life to the full.

2.2 More money should be spent on education.

3.3 Education enables us to live a less monotonous life.

4.2 I. am interested in education but: think that one ought

not to get concerned about it.

5.7 It is doubtful whether education has improved the world

or not.

13
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7.9- It is better for boys and girls to get jobs when they

arc 16 than continuo sehoot.

8.4 Education tends to make people snobs.

8.6 Too much money is spent on education.

I do nut eave about education as

live comfortably.

10.9 I have no desire to have anything to do with education.

The selection of items was made to provide representative

items from points all along the derived scale. In reviewing the results

some improvement in selection could have been made. There is a slight

bias toward inclusion of items toward the anti-education pole of the

e]assic scale and results at least for these scale items revealed a

strong pro-education response.

The next step was to test the utility of the abbreviated scale.

It is important that significant numbers of the population under con-

sideration exhibit disagreement on the selected items. The intention

is to eliminate from consideration those items that do not manifest

a 80/20 agreement/disagreement ratio. If we review the agreement

ratios for all of the Classey Scale we find the following results.

Those items providing a discriminaticn level of better than 80/20

are to be regarded as having the highest validity and are asterisked.

long as van

* 1 Doubtful whether education has
improved world or not.

2 Education tends to make people
snobs.

3 I do not care about education as
long as I can live comfortably.

agree % Disagree

32.2% 65.8%

11.6% 87.o%

21.2% 73.3%
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4 Too mn money is spent on
education.

5 It is better for boys and girls
to get jobs when 16.

rdncation eniddes ono to lead a
loss monotonous lift.

7 I am not interested in education
but not too concerned about it.

8 Only educated people can enjoy
life to the full.

9. Education makes people forget
their upbringing.

10. I have no desire to do any-
thing with education.

In addition, a scale was devised which was based on paired

opposites. These particular items were oriented toward an isolation

of either positive or negative attitude toward statements favoring

a continuation of education to higher levels. The use of items aimed

at the sane situation expressed positive and negative term and should

serve as a test of respondent consistency.13 With a pair of opposites

a respondent manifesting consistency should indicate an agree answer

and a disagree answer on its opposite.

An annotated presentation of the instrument follows:

1A. Most high school students have too easy a time of it

and do not learn to do real. work. (+ Ed. response: agree)

1B. Most high school students are worked too hard in school

and should be relieved of it. (+ Ed. response: disagree)

2A. It doesn't hurt a person to attend college even if he

doesn't use all he learns. (+ Ed. response: agree)

aAgree Disa!Tve

5.5%

78.8.;

93.2

68.5 27.4A

32.9;(. 63.0:4

14.3% (21) 83.5% (122)

83.6% 14.4%

85.4% (124) 9.5% (14)
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2B. College doesn't teach a person those skills that are

useful. (+ Ed. resp( nse: disagree)

3A. The more satisfied people are those that have become

sueves:;ful nn their own. (+ Cd. response: disagree)

111. Thv more satisfied people are those that have n good

deal of schooling. (+ Ed. response: agree)

(The first item of the pair is probably not explicit

enough to suggest that the more successful people are

those without a higher education. The simple addition

of the words "without a higher education" would have

removed ambiguity in interpretation.)

4A. The costs of higher education are not excessive for

what people get back. (.4. Ed. responz;e: agree)

4B. The ensts of l.igher education are too much for what

people get back. (+ Ed. response: disagree)

(This pair is inoperative as a pairing due to a typo-

graphical error in the printing of the instrument which

typed both of the items with the identical wording. The

single item, however, is still useable on its own merits.)

SA. College gives our sons and daughters an opportunity to

go away from here and make a better life. (+ Ed. response:

agree)

511. Suns and daughterh who go to college go away from their

families anti their communities. (+ Cd. response: disagree

(This pair or itms tests pnrentnt expression for social

and economic mobility or progeny. It was anticipated

that it would be a discrimination between respondents
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with aspipations or mobility and respondents stressing

pr('sepving strong family and kinship ties and still exist

in a reservation setting.)

6A. Almost everybody can get something from our education.

(+ Ed. vespons(': agree)

68. Lduvation is all right lOV NOW people but not rov

everybody. (+ Ed. response: disagree)

7A. Education is necessary to get someplace in the commun-

ity. (+ Ed. response: agree)

7D. Education is important only if one plans to live away

from the community. (+ Ed. response: disagree)

8A. Most young people are getting too much or an education.

(+ Ed. response: disagree)

88. Most yotneg people do not realize what education can do

for them. (1- Ed. response: agree)

In assessing each respondent's reactions all items were first

registered in terms of agreement or disagreement. For purposes of

analysis each response was then translated into + or - education

responsr.s on the basis of the translating protocol given above.

% Agree % Disagree

* 11)11 Most high school students have
easy time.

21)A Mu-it high school students worked
too hard.

* 2A It doesn't hurt a person to attend
college even if he doesn't use all
he learns.

28 College doesn't teach a person
those skills that are use

39.0Z

93.8.

75.3% 211.0X,

15.1% 82.97.1
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* 3A The more satisNed people are
those that have become success-
ful on their own.

* iIl Thv mow satisrivd pcople
thosv thlt havo had a good Oval

or sch00.ill!4.

* 4A The costs of education are too
much for what people get back.

* 5A College gives sons and daughters
an opportunity to go away from
here and make a better life.

* Sf) Sons and daughters go away from

the families and their communi-

ties.

6A Almost everybody can get some-
thing from an education.

* B Cchivation is all right for some
people but not everybody.

* 7A Education is necessary to get
someplace in the community.

78 Education is important only if

one plans to live away from the

community.

BA Young people getting too much

of an education.

811 Young people do not realize what
education can do for them.

Agree 1/1saerriee

58.2% 110.11%

31..5 (0.1

21.9% 76.0%

58.9% 40.11%

29.55'6 68.W

90.4% 8.2%

69.9").1 28.0

E6.2% 43.2%

12 . 3% 85.6%

4.8% 93.70

80.8% 17.8%
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11. Rash. 'Individual Achievements Measures

One of the hey questions probed by this survey was whether

members or each target group exhibited a differentia) response in

terti,, or the ppoivotinA or both educational opportunities and occupa-

tional achievements for their children. This was to be indicated in

a series of both open-ended and closed questions.

The first question was a closed ended question probing the

parent's perceptions of their children's performance in school. The

question was:

1. Generally speaking, how do you believe your children

pre doing in school?

A. Very well

B. Satisfactory

C. Fairly satisfactory

D. Not satisfactory

This particular question did not provide the discriminatory

information that was anticipated. The positive cast of the question

impelled respondents to answer in the direction of the positive pole.

In fact, not one respondent admitted to their children not doing satis-

factorily. For any analytic discrimination this dictates that a dichot-

omy be drawn.

It would appear that to discriminate between the respondents

in terms of providing valid evaluations of their children's progress
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vis-a-vis other children would be to fuels un negative and elear indi-

eators. Examples are giV011 below.

1. Have any of your children dropped out or school

before completing t1r 12th grade?

Have doy y(mo eb i 1 Oven been he] d hack a year

in school? How many?

If we could assume honesty in responding we could then have

isolated those families where progress is not normal and have appeoached

the issue.

In addition, we asked parents what plans their children were

making toward their future life, what plans they themselves were mak-

ing for their children and also whether they expected their children

to attend college. This was a critical question.

afford

Finally, the respondents were asked how their children could

higher education. Through:

(1) parents assistance.

(2) part-time work.

(3) gover)unent aid.

(et) scholarships.

Particular attention was to be directed to the incidence of

expectations of

The response on

group eonsiders

education.

parental assistance among the selected target groups.

part-time work also measures the extent to which each

the eontributions or the students themselves to their
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In the inlerost ol' time in the administration of the instru-

meat parents wore asked what work their children would he doing

after they grew up. l eherklist sueh as the NOtiC listing of LOU

oceupational aspiratiou surveys would have been preferred but the

pcpn-.al of such a li,4t would have required Feom 1S-20 minutes alone.

The Important point was whether they had aspirations ror thbir chil-

dren in prestige occupations (1) professional , (4) scientific work,

(3) teavhing, (2) businessman, or in standard occupations (6) farm-

ing, (7) technical work, machine operation, mechanic or (8) military

service and (9) service occupations. Finally, they were given the

option of indicating "picking up what they can," a measure indicat-

ing least projected aspirations.

The open-ended questions provided a problem. It was common

for parents to have no plans for their children's future. In many

instances the respondents indicated that their childre:. were too

young to have any plans and too young for any plans to be made for

them. The question may be too general.. They may also find appli-

cabil ity with a narrow range of respondents, those with children

past the 10th grade. It may be only at that stage that projected

aspirations manirest themselves.

A review of the questionnaire also revealed a misunderstanding

by a considerable number of respondents whose children had attained

adult status. A number or these persons owe they had indicated

their vhildren were "grown tip" or "moved away" did not feel obligated

to complete those questions dealing with plans or with the occupations

held by their ehildren. Admittedly the sample fur comparing the sub-

groups is very small (S among Bul ova workers--tribal heritage; 4 among
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Bulova workers -- white`; and 8 among the Reservation Control group. A

companion or the total parent cate!;ory Navin;; adult childven would

have provided at least an indication of whether a long work experience

at the Bulova plant and the more stable economic environment that

(mid be expected rrom such wvi. cavvey would result in occupational

choices rerlectinp, highev achievement and aspiration. or the two

respondents in the Bulova-tribal employee category who did furnish

information on this item, the occupation listed was having own busi-

ness and teaching, and of the Langer non-tribal the three occupa-

tional achievements were mechanic (2) and service occupation (1).

For the Reservation Control group, four of the eight indicated the

occupational positions of their children. These included professions

(1) technical mechanic, (2) service, (2) picking up what they can.

Pnet of the problem or obtaining full information on this item may

be linked to the perception of female children; terminal career.

They are simply seen as "married."

B. Individual Achievement Measures

The basic Individual. Achievement Measures are derived from

several sources within the instrument. They include a few open-

ended questions which are chosen with the precise aim of the study

in mind and also include the so-called ladder ratings devised by

F. P. Kilpatrick and Hadley Cantrill.
10

The open-ended question focusing on individual achievement

was "What improvements in your life and home have you experienced
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in the last five years?" Interviewers were Instructed to clarify this

itvm ir tin' respondents encountered dirriculty in understanding the

queslIol with the statement that they should. compare their jobs,

education, financial status, home or family situation in considering

thoiv answer. ln reviewin,4 the question results after the adminis-

tration or the instrument of the instrument some post-hoc criticism

must he applied to the question. The interjection of the word "homd'

might have served as a somewhat blatant cue directing the respondent

to view his achievements in domicilary terms (as indicated by the

great number of responses oriented to new home occupancy). However,

the pace of home building in the community was quite dramatic and

reflected the greatest change in the community environment. It is

also seen in rural areas as the ultimate symbol of personal progress.

The other measure of personal achievement is provided in the

ladder ratings devised by r. P. Kilpatrick and Hadley Cantril. Res-

pondents were instructed: "here is a ladder of life. Let's suppose

the top of the ladder represents the best possible life for you, and

the bottom the worst possible life for you. On which step of the

ladder do you feel you stand at the present time in terms of your own

personal happiness and satisfaction?"

They were then told to deal with the second ladder down on the

page and asked:

"On which step would you say you stood five years ago?" They

were then told to deal with a third ladder and asked:
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"Just as your best gneiss, on which step do you think you will

stand in Inv rutovp, :.ay about fivp yV.IVS from litAe1"

An additional question was added to the standard Cantril group

testiw; projevtion Of aehievement for their vhildren.

".11I,:t as be..1 y,uss, wh s hp:: do you th ink your, oh ildven

will stand on in the Future, say about 10 to 15 years from now?"

The Cantrii Measures produce interesting differences between

individual respondents and it is precisely this variation which is

subject to different interpretation. The perception of ontos position

on a ladder of accomplishment and achievement may rest upon a calculus

of personal and individual factors (e.g., job opportunity, promotional

opportunities, personal satisfaction, family stability, health) or may

rest upon a calculus of external and environmental. considerations (sense

of national progress, economic project ions or Fluctuations, general

assessment or the quality of life, community stability and social con-

ditions) . The Cantril Measures nave in the past been utilized as

general assessments or one's personal situation in which each respon-

dent defined his own scale of values from best to worst (thus "self-

anchoring" his scale). Some control in the Cantril format was provided

through separate questions focusing on personal happiness and satis-

faction (applied in our basic instruction) and in questions and ones

fears and worries about the future or the country.

lt is interesting to note that the surveys whieh have hecn made

using this instrument have involved large nationaL samples of the popu-

lation 1400). While there might be wide variation in svorvs

due to pemonal eiecumstanees (financial setbacks, personal disappoint-

ments, marital, problems, familial problems) large samples of selected
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sub-groups eould be compared. The individual deviations at each end

l,. tlit4ribution could canoe! Paoli ether out.

In this particular study the sub-group samples are quite'small

and a large standard deviation pan be expected on the basis or parti-

ruloviz('d twAly situatiow:.

C. Educational Experience Scale

The ndneation Experience Scale was originally intended to

serve as a euntrol on responses measuring educational predispositions

(positive or negative responses toward education on scales A or B,

open-ended responses favnring educational achievement of children,

etc.). That is, high cumulative scores on either educational scale

or on those items shown to be discriminators might not be a r,. Lee-

t ion or the basic population trichotomy but might be a function of

the respondents' own educational experiences. Favorable predisposi-

tions toward education would be a function of rewarding experiences

in the educational system. The following questions were included,

each of which required an agree /disagree response.

1. I enjoyed my years in school.

2. There were useful things about school but time was still

wasted.

3. I would have enjoyed school had teachers better understood me.

I would have liked to mntinue my education.

S. School opened up my mind to different ideas--different life.

6. I would have enjoyed school but subjects were not interesting.

7. School was boring to me.

B. School interfered with my getting a job.

9. School assisted me in getting a job.
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Itn School assisted me in dealing with people on the outside.

oi thi!; (I(I('ti alio also subjeet to) the ceiteeia or
acceptanee when an aveement/disagreement ratio of more than 80/20

is round. The review or the responses FOP this particular question

svi illy' rollowin:; pattern.

1. 1 enjoyed my years in school

2. Useful things about school but
time was still wasted.

3. I would have enjoyed school had
teac'he'r~ better understood me.

4. I would have liked to confirm"
my education.

5. School opened my mind to dif-
ferent ideas--different life.

6. 1 would have enjoyed sohool but
subjects weren't interesting.

7. School was boring to me.

8. School interfered with my
getting a job.

9. school assisted me in getting
a job.

10. School assisted me in dealing
with people on the outside

This particulap

Agree %Disagree

136 (93f 10 (6.8M

6l (43.8%) 80 (54.8;0

60 (41.1%) 83 (56.8 %)

82 (56.2%) 60 (41.150

117 (80.1M 25 (17.1%)

121 (82.91 20 (13.7 %)

5 (3.5%) 138 (96.520

10 (6.8M 133 (91.1%)

33 (22.6 %) 109 (711.7 %)

114 (78.150 27 (18.5M

question set appears for most of its questions

to involve a response set, extracting one-sided response patterns.

Part or the explanation may lie in the fact that the questions

are personally addressedeven though the respondents remain anony-

mous. The gonstions tovehed on their own personal educational history.

A great many of the respondents also may have attempted to fulfill

what they perceived to be tester expectations. The interviewers knew
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that the iostrualont attempted to measure educational attitudes and

they have been motivated by a predh,position to put Corward the best

pro - education profile and also present their identified sub-group in

the best possible light. While the question set did not appear to

provide sntricielt discrimination individual items did show differ-

ential response (items 2, 3, 4) and will be analyzed.

As a whole, the question set revealed a general pre-disposition

toward rewarding educational experiences. Or the total number of

respondents the distribution of education experience scores is as

follows.

OVERALL RESPONSE TO EDUCATION EXPERIENCE SCALE

Scale Scores

No response 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10

N= 7 1 2 6 3 3 13 23 26 36 26

4.8 .7 1.4 4.1 2 2 8.9 15.8 17.8 24.7 17.8

The lower scores (below 5) generally reflect partial response

patterns (respondents who preferred to answer 2 or 3 of the questions

leaving out a response to most questions). Either they found the

questions too personal or found them ambiguous or difficult to pro-

perly evaluate.

As one can see, 60.37(. chose to respond with no more than some

two unfavorable education experience responses for the set. However,

there is a small group of some 8 respondents that generally exhibited

a consistent pattern of educational attitudes that reflected both

unravorably edupational experience and lukewarm response to educational

indulgence. This is revealed in a series of moderate correlations

for certain items in different question sets.
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D. Work Evaluation Seale

The work cvaLnation scale v:hich is also a virgin scale simply

asked the respondent to rank from one to five these five things that

a person consid:,red most important to him in job. These five elements

WOPO !.;(610(qrd a I .1`1 el vinents that iaoltided:

(A) top people who respect employees as a person.

(11) understiolding between employer and workers.

(C) people at top pay enough attention to effort.

(D) duties you can do at own pace.

(E) clean and healthy work area.

Cr) good insurance and sick leave policy.

(G) good pay.

(II) ehance to train and study.

(I) vaca1.ion policy is good.

(J) promotions, changes of jobs.

(K) interesting work.

(L) security.

The object of the scale was to determine whether the Langer

plant personnel manifested an orientation to long term benefits of

their occupational positions and to job prerequisites reflecting

career commitment, job pride, and social pride.

E. Edueational Influence Scale

The Educational Influence Scale is a set of items asking the

respondent to identify those social sets who expressed an interest

in the respondent's education. The respondent was to also provide

a scaled response on whether the social set expressed (1) considerable
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interest, (:') some interest, (i) very little interest, or (II) no

interest. The sovial sots incorporated into the scale inoluded (1)

inuned late fami 1 y, (2) relatives, (i) friends and neighbors, (4) the

community. (S) school teachers and officials, (6) previous employer,

(7) rocont chiployvv and (8) co-mnikrtin.

The objeot or this scale was to determine whether in the

instance or a group exhibiting significantly higher achievement or

education aspiration levels would identify an intensity of interest

by other social sets and also show au association between particular

social sets and the higher aspiration and achievement measures.

F. Public Interest Scale

In addition, the questionnaire included a public interest

scale. Respondents were asked whether they expressed interest in

the following areas of public affairs:

1. community affairs.

2. local school affairs.

3. local news.

4. national news.

5. tribal affairs.

The respondents were further asked to scale their responses

in a four point scale registering (1) considerable interest, (2)

some interest, (3) very little interest, and (4) no interest.

in addition the set was closed with an open-ended question

asking the respondent whether his interest had increased in any of

the areas and in particular which area.
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Tilt' oudd quvslion iwovides as an additional discrimina-

tor wrre respondents may Follow a rvsponsv set in rvg;stering thv

same intow.ity of intsirvst lr all arvas or public. affairs.

G. Lire Environments Scales

The 1.i Fe LnvironmeM.4 svale is a simplv (UR svt

required vavh rvspondvnt to rate those amenities which he considered

important to his chosen place of residence. The amenities were to

be rated in a four point scale as: Very Important, Important, Some-

what Important, or Not Important. The following represents an anno-

tated listing of the items.

1. Being near to one's family -

This was an item testing predisposition to mobility.

The extended family is i.nplied. The word "relatives"

would avv hvon more vxplieit and might have improved

the validity of the term as it applied to the Reserva-

tion Control group.

2. Being near to one's people (ethnic group) -

This was an item again testing predisposition to mobility

and an item measuring the importance of tribal affinities

for an enrolled tribal member. The question is phrased

in a way to elicit consideration of the same amenity by

non-tribal respondents.

Cood schools -

This item in keeping with the objective of the study

mr.asurie,, orientation to education and high aspirations

For children.
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Many joh opportunities.

A latT.ely :,e1r-oxplanatory item.

Cultural opportunities.

Intervivevq were instructed to elaborate on this item for

respondents ir they did not know what this meant-. (Actually

several of the reservation control group ranked this as

important with the understanding that an important part

of the living environment was an opportunity to learn and

partieipate in some traditional Indian cultural activities.)

(G) Bei-writs of city life.

Another item measuring predisposition toward mobility.

The word city denotes larger populations, greater avail-

ability of consumer goods, greater leisure facilities.

(7) Being nearer institutions of higher learning.

Another item measuring predisposition to education and

projection of educational opportunity for children.

Technical job opportuni ties.

This item is intended to be a measure of occupational

discrimination and indicate preference for skilled labor

opportunities over unskilled or semi-skilled or service

occupations.

Scenic land, unspoiled environment.

This item measures the importuner! or the reervutional

amenity. However, in the context or this study it can

also measnre affinity for the largely rural environment

in which the respondents currently live.

(10) Good people, low crime rate.

This item ineludes an amenity which is hold to be of inereasing

importance.

(8)

(9)
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Since the eomitruetion of the svales permitted any respondent

MAXIMAL showing (rating all. amenities Very Tmportant) and making no

discrimination between them, a clarifier was introduced asking the

respondent to indicate the two amenities he thought most important

or all. ln coding u' rivst one listed "AS indicated as the Most

Important amenity.

One particular item could have been useful in this section.

This was an item focusing on environmental pre Ference suggested

unfortunately after the survey had been completed. This was the item

utilized by Dr. Al Koss in his survey of high school students in the

Turtle Mountain Reservation.15

"Where would you like to live and work?" (when you have com-

pleted your education or training.)

(I) In a city over 10,0(10 population

(2) In a city under 10,000 population

(3) On a farm

(4) On a reservation.

This item applied to these respondents would have measured

the respondents' psychological reception to job and career mobility

and in particular would have tested the tribal respondents' attach-

ment to their traditional environment.
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The questionnaire also elicited data on a number of background

charactepisties to be eonsidered as independent variables in the study.

Thv kvy bock:.woond vLviable is thy labor environments variable which

characterize the respondents into one of three groups: Langer, non-

tribal employee, Langer tribal employee and a Reservation control

group. Actually the labor environment variable is a hybrid variable

involving two other variables: Langer Plant employment and tribal

heritage. These two variables are to be considered in their own right

and are employed as control variables throughout the study. Where a

heightened effect is observed in both the Langer tribal and non-tribal

groups and not in the Reservation control group the effect can be

inferred to be attributably to the plant employment variable. Simi-

larly when an effect manifests itself to a similar degree among the

Langer tribal employees and the Reservation Control group and not

among the Langer non-tribal group the tribal variable influence can be

suspected.

Incidentally, the tribal heritage variable involved a self-

assessment on the part of the respondent. It did not elicit any

defensive or negative reaction oa the part of any respondent. As a

concept it stresses cultural and family background rather than any

raelal vate;wization and also enabled respondent's or mixed and dimin-

ished tribal heritage to relate to the Item. Those of diminished heri-

tage (1,2; ancestry) have generally surfered the same economic and

job deprivation as those of full ancestry.
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Sex is anther obvious background variable. in this study

paetienlar omit1 must bp taken in interpreting any results showing a

discrimination in responses between the Langer plant group and the

Community Control. group. Thy great majority or the Langer plant

emploN,0:, are mih('n (74%) while only AK or the Control groups respon-

dents are women. Courtin] by sex is vantioned where respondent distine

tions are discovered which are attributable to the Labor environment

variables. One must also test for the effect of the sex variable on

edueational avhievement indicators. Two possible explanations are:

more involvement or mothers in the educational process through their

children and a tendoney for females to have progressed further in

their basic education than males.

Educational level or each respondent was also registered and

is a critival bael,:ixund variable. Since the questionnaire deals

with the measurement of various favorable responses to more and higher

education, analytic co ttrols must be extended to the results by means

of a control by level -)f education. Respondents were asked their

highest level of education (ranging from 1st grade to college). For

purposes of the analysis this information was reduced to four cate-

gories: eighth grade or below; ninth and tenth grade; 11th and 12th

grade, and some college or post-secndary education. Some 13 respon-

dents are in the first category, 26 in the second, 67 in the third and

38 in the Fourth category.

In reviewing the distribution researchers now realize that a

more appropriate division among respondents could have been made between

ninth, tenth and eleventh grade level respondents in one category and

those completing high sehool in another. Some 21 respondents in categtkry
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their hi: 01 whool work. Thi!: more appropriate division if vdurational

level respondents was pursued too late to incorporate into this study

hut will he followed in refinements or the present findings.

A proLlew exkl:: in tr'i'm., or tilt. voopatiolial le've'l .t'r'im('.

A 'disproportionate number or tevet four respondents wore chosen for

the Reservation Control group. (See background pro riles.) However,

control is exerted in many instances by making comparisons between

the selected target groups (categorized on the labor environment

variable) with all level four respondents removed from the analysis

or eonsidered by themselves for analysis.

Other background information was elicited on age and length

of service at the Langer plant. In considering age as a control

variable diserete age categories were established for five year

increments. Length or service at the Langer plant was also coded

into discrete increments of service: ten or more years of service;

less than ten years of service but more than seven years; less than

seven years but morn than four years: less than four years but more

than one year of service; and less than one year of employment . Many

or the employees have boon in the operation for more than 18 years.

Tin' large sub-group having ten or more years of employment provides

a unique test of propositions that involve the assumption that long

servier ill it labor institution involves socialization to predicted

attitudes.

Number of children and their school levels are also indicated.

Pre-school status, primary grade school, upper grade school, high

school., vollege, and adult 1 evels are indicated. While parental
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parental varevv, we must also consider the poAsibility that parental

eonvern rises generally during speeific periods in the vhild's edu-

eational prress (e.g., in the primary process) . This may, in fact,
ho a ttio vvitioal vaniaio than any labor environment variable.

Vaoh:wund inkwillatilm was also elieiLed on the ocenpation of

the respondent and the occupation of the spouse. This is a particu-
lar 1 y or i t i oa 1 variable in assess ing responses of the Reservation
Control group. This enables the researcher to distinguish between
the responses of unemployed, partially employed and low prestige occu-

pations (labour) and those who have held more secure positions. Dis-

tinctions can also lie drawn between blue collar and white collar respon-
dents.

The researchers relied upon an ovcupational status variable as

a control on uconomie status rather than upon a self - reported income.

(e.g., cheek how much your family made this year.) This type of item

was regarded as an over sensitizing item which would generate a more

negative and non-participating reaction to the interview situation.

It could too easily be viewed as an invasion of privacy. More reliance

was placed in finding out what the respondent's employment status was

and whether both parents worked.
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The basic co.oparisous to he pursued in this study Focus ou the

three bash sub-groupti identified in the population studied: the

employvo:, or the hilliam Langer plant or tribal heritage, the workers

at tho ploqt h) art' Ilia idontiriud With the tribe and Wilt) are

comprised as white residents of the community, and a control group

of tribally identified persons living in or adjacent to the Turtle

Mountain Reservation.

The three groups do not constitute homogenous samplings in

regard to other background variables and it is appropriate to estab-

lish the differences between each employment sub-group to permit any

observed differenves between the three control groups to be controlled

for the effect by the second independent variable. Differences between

the three pinups are to he noted for the variables of sex, marital

status, age, and education level. For the purpose a basic profile of

each group is given below.

A. William Langer Lmployees: Tribal.

At the time the questionnaires were administered S2 employees

with a self-identification of tribal heritage were available for ques-

tions. It is predominately a female group with 45 females and 7 males.

This is to be expected. The majority of the positions available are

line positions involvinr: painstaking eye work and dexterous manipula-

tions under high magnirieation. The work demands steadiness, patience,

and long term persistence. These positions are not especially attrac-

tive to males, even those with mrehanieal aptitudes and the production

line work is left n female employees. The males ocoupy positions dealing
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with maehine installation, maintrnanev, and repair, and with build-

ing operation.

Forty-four of the group are married. Light are not married,

and the age-profile reveals 23 to be in the 20-35 range, 21 to be

i6-,n and eight to he 11 (H' older. The eight older workers vomprise

I l.1 of this sub-group and indicate a higher peecentage [or' this sub-

group than the others. The work group includes a substantial number

with considerable tenure in their positions with 1.8 persons having

more than 15 years experience. Seven persons have 20 years experience.

An additional four have 19 years experience. They represent a firm

core of employees who have worked with the enterprise from its incep-

tion. The survey also indicates that a significant number of the

employees are the principal wage earners for their families. Five

left the spouse's occupation item blank (while filling in all other

items) and the indication is that the male spouses are unemployed.

One indicated a disabled husband. Spouse's occupations for women

employees are further categorized as six laborers, four janitorial

workers, six in the building trades (carpenter, electrician helper,

painter), two mechanics, Three drivers, five mechanics and machine

operators, and two security guards. Three spouses work at the Langer

plant and a few miscellaneous positions are held by spouses of this

group well driller, heavy equipment operator, store manager). Many

of the positions indicated reflect only part-time or itinerant employ-

ment. For most of the employees the employment of the spouse is in

semi-skilled and blue collar positions involving seasonal employment.

Since interest in educationtl achievement may be directly depen-

dent on the presence of children and the maturation levels of these
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family pattern with almost every family configuration represented

from single members and eh_Lidless couples to families with ten ehil-

dren. Eleven have no children, six have one child, fourteen have two

children. throe have three', six have four and 12 have rive or mom

children. Nineteen of the 52 employees have pre-school children, 12

have children in the primary grades, 17 have children in higher ele-

mentary grades, 15 have children in high school, ten have children

in college and five had children out of school (narried).

The sub-group has a considerable number of persons whose edu-

cational concerns for their children may be immaterial or premature.

The eleven having no children and the eight employees having only

pre-school children represent a considerable bloc of individuals who

have nest had any occasion to consider the direction or implication

of their children's educational progress.

B. William Langer Plant: Non-Tribal Employees

The William Langer plant employes 35 employees who did not iden-

tify themselves with the tribal residence or background. A higher pro-

portion of these groups are males (15 out of the 35). This group also

furnishes six of the eight supervisory (foremen) positions at the

plant. Twenty-eight of the group are married, seven are not. The

age profile is similar with a similar percentage On in the 36-50

year old eategory hut with a higher. percentage (571 in the 20-35

year old category. In job experience categories the two groups are

not that unlike. There is also a core comprising almost half cr the

group (17 or 1181 who have worked at the plant for ten years or more.
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The review or spouse's oceupation reveals again it pattern or working

couples with male spouses engaged in a variety or blue collar and

farming occupations, and a few in white collar occupations. The break-

down is: teacher 3, farmer 3, heavy equipment operator, clerk 3, truck

drixer, eaepenter, cement Finishve and laborer. Three wives` have hus-

bands also working at the Langer plant. One female worker is married

to a local businessman. Female spouses are generally housewives.

The pattern is of lower middle class occupational status. This group

is also characterized as having fewer children per family. The dis-

tribution for family size is given below.

Number of Children

None 1 2 3 4 5 or more

Number or Respondents 7 7 10 4 2 5

C. The Reservation Control Group

Using a random geographical clustering teehnique/a total of

some 59 heads of households of tribal affiliatioo were administered

the instrument by the five interviewers who were native to the region.

The aim was to obtain a sampling of reservation households that would

be representative of the families of the Turtle Mountain Reservation.

From a review of the background information developed from the survey,

it appears that this objective may not be met. The breakdown of respon-

dents in regard to basic background variables of sex, age, and marital

status is as follows.
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Male Female

pfi (4".1 33 (,K)

Married Unmarried

4 (78;:l (22X1

20--6 ib-50 51 and up

33 (561;(,) 20 (34;1 b (log)

One important characteristic of this sub-group is the high

proportion of large families that is included in the sample. The

distribution given below gives the number of children for respondents.

Number of Children

None 1 2 3 4 S or more

Number of
Respond(' Its 7 9 12 3 5 23

(The 23 respondents comprise some 39% of the sample.)

In noting the employment profile of this group there were

ten respondents who were unemployed, five who indicated they were

engaged in part-time work (seasonal construction, road work) one

was a PUS employee (registered nurse with unemployed husband), five

were in education (teaching), and 28 who categorized themselves in

white collar occupations. The great bulk of these positions are in

three areas: BlA, Community Action and Tribal. Project positions (11),

Education (9), and secretarial positions (4). The U. S. government

is the largest employee of reservation personnel.
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The true nature or the sampic is revealed only when one looks

at the oevnpational pairings or respondents and spouses for the sample;

that it., lite ovenpations ui both members of the family team. They

reveal twenty-ono male spouses whose occupation is blue collar (six

lahovevs, varponVers, road workers, a warehouseman, it ewistruvtion

aidv, it worker, meehanic, well driller, cement finisher,

apprentice electrician, heavy equipment operator and several welders).

The predominance of the construction trades reflects the increased

openings in this field within the past three years because of anti-

ballistic missile site construction in the nearby area. The Adult

Vocational Training Division of Emonyment assistance indicates that

in 1970, 192 reservation enrollees were directly employed on ABM

sites; in 1971,651 were so employed; and in 1972 there were 704 so

employed. This represents an unprecedented improvement in the employ-

ment situation.

There were nine male spouses who were in white collar positions

(draftsman, worker at community home, student activities assistant,

tribal planner, and various persons involved with tribal and federally

funded community action programs. The general availability of these

white collar positions has generally occurred with the proliferation

of federal programs.

The Reservation Control group also revealed the basic instabil-

ity of the male employment situation. Eight of the female respondents

reported husbands who were unemployed. These included two students

whose husbands were neither employed nor students, two secretaries,

two "agency" workers, one factory worker OIDS Atron), and an elementary

school teacher. The six "laborers" recorded above for the blue collar



category can be assumed to be itinerant workers: The sample appears

to be representative or the agency employment vihrirmiment in this

respec't.

One background variable, that of education, presented some

problom,4 kr th andlyst. Or In r)9 Reservation members, 25 members

were reported to have had some education above the 12th grade level.

This is a very high propertion, much more than might be anticipated

in the random sampling. The responses, however, are not to be inter-

preted as 25 respondents who completed college programs or who did

substantial work beyond the high school diploma. Clues as to the

representativeness of the same is indicated in the detailed comments

included by many of the respondents. These comments indicated that

for most college training was minimal and terminal. The majority had

one year or less.* Several had trade school records, some indicated

United Tribes (a vocational training and social rehabilitation program

operating in Bismarck, ND), several had secretarial training, and

several had short courses which qualified them to be teacher aides.

Three were students, and only three of the twenty-five had education

levels indicating completed degree programs: two elementary school

teachers and one registered nurse. There were also three individuals

who indicated their post-high school education as Adult Vocational

Training (work courses in welding, carpentry).

It was also indicated that one interviewer (identified here as

Interviewer D) included a disproportionate number of respondents in his

sampling with educational levels higher than 12 years. It appeared

that he made a special effort to include in his sampling those who had

*Some thil-ie respondents indicated precisely the number of credits
they had earned.
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some cllerp education and congruently who had an occupational posi-

tion or some shit-ti; with either a federal or tribal institution.

To eliminate biases, comparative analysis was conducted in

three different modes. Basic non-parametric tests of association

bvtwoon Mom WM' (Iom. Ion:

1) all respondents in the three sub-groups;
,-;

2) for the three sub-groups with elimination of all respon-

dents in any of the sub-groups with any educational achieve-

ments beyond 12th grade level. This would control for

effect of the higher educational achievement level in con-

junction with tests of the relationship of selected vari-

ables conducted on the population of level four respondents

considered alone.

3) the three sub-groups with elimination of D's respondents

from the Reservation Control group. This may eliminate

an unrepresentative sampling.

Where differences in the comparative modes produce more signi-

ficant differences between the three basic sub-groups under investi-

gation the different results will be reported.
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VI. Data Analysis

The Following portion of the report will be devoted to tests

of the relationship of various variables considered in the study.

'flu' o tqlt. (f pwsvnta t ion will Focus on:

A. Eduvational Scales and Items (including nducational

Experience ,tale)

B. Respondents' P:treeptions of Life Situations

C. Projective Achievement Measures

D. Public Interest Scale Ratings

L. Educational Influence Scale

F. Life Environment Index

Omitted is a discussion of the results of the administration

of the Work Evaluation Seale. The responses of this scale upon pre-

liminary inspection provided no useful contribution to the study.

The researchers have chosen to deal with the analysis of this informa-

tion at a later time.

After the presentation of the questionnaire results considera-

tion will also be made of data obtained outside of the questionnaire

framework. This involves an analysis of data on attendance of Turtle

Mountain enrollees in colleges and universities and an analysis of

Belcourt High School students educational achievements taking into

account parents' occupational status. This will be followed by the

conclusions and recommendations.



A. REI.AT1 ONSIII PS BETWEEN IQ:Li:cm) Timm
(Am's AND EDUCATIONAL PnuisivosiTioNs

The hash, question is whether the three selected target groups

(Langer employees or tribal. heritage/other Langer empLoyees/Iteserva-

tion Control Group) differ in their responses to measures of educational

predispositions and achievement.

The first measure on which the groups can be compared is in

the cumulative pro- education score for Education Seale A. These are

given in Table 1 in terms of reduced scoring categories.

TABLE 1

SELECTED TARGET GROUPS AND
CUMULATIVE SCORES ON EDUCATION SCALE A

Target Groups

Scoring
Range

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer.

Tribal
Reservation
Control Group

4 - 9 8 (23%) 13 (25%) 16 (25.4%)

10 - 12 19 (511.3%) 25 (118.1%) 30 (52.5%)

13 - 15 8 (23%) 13 (25',") 11 (18.7%)

No Response - 1 (1.9%) 1 (1.7%)

N = 35 52 59

All three groups show very similar central tendencies (swam;

range 10-12) and the low and high categories do not show any signifi-

cant skewing towards any of tile target groups.

116
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'IV() havbsiititnit1 Favtors mot% itted it ptsysoitation of tho data

under ',nutria.. The hi!,,h proportion f)r women in the hanger groups

dictated a prysentation of these cumulative wores with control by

sex. The disparate sampling of dependents having education over

twelve will's ako dictated a control. For the education level.

The control For sex Focuses on Female respondents only (since

the 7 males In the Langer tribal sub-group provides a sub-group too

small to eonstilute a meaningful sample). The following distribution

is indicated.

TABLE 2

FEMALE RESPONDENTS IN SELECTED TARGET
GROUPS AND CUMULATIVE SCORES ON EDUCATION SCALE A

Scoring
Range

=1100.

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal.

Reservation
Control Group

4 - 9 5 (25,..) 10 (22.Y1 8 (211.21

10 - 12 8 (WO 23 (51.1 %) 20 (60.6 %)

13 - 15 7 (39;1 11 (28.370 6 (15.1%)

No response elb

N = 20 44 311

The consequence of the implementation of the control on sex

is that a slight directional trend in terms of the higher scale

scores is indicated from lowest percentage among Reservation Control

Croup 'limbers to highest percentage Langer non-tribal employees. This

is the only discriminate relationship in the table and it contributes

to a K2 for the whole table of 2.92 which has a probability of .60

at four degrees of freedom.
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The other eontrol which must necessarily be applied is that

or pOuoatimial level. TIM' attainment or a hi01 eduvational level

by itself might be influential enough to remove all differences that

mir.ht exist as a result or social or economic background.

The cwitpfll is indicated in removing From t1n table all (q)on-

dents who indicated any educational experience beyond the 12 grade.

This reduced the total N to 108. The adjusted table is indicated below.

TABLE 3

SELECTED TARGET GROUPS AND CUMULATIVE SCORE ON
EDUCATION SCALE A (ALL COLLEGE LEVEL RESPONDENTS EXCLUDED)

Target Group

Scoring
Range

Langer
Non-Tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

4 - 9 6 (2":".; 12 (25(1 9 (26.11;6)

10- 12 13 (57.7%) 23 (47.9 %) 18 (53.0%)

13- 15 7 (26.9%) 12 (25%) 7 (20.6°6)

No Response

N = 26 48 34

This table is very revealing indicating that the response

profiles are remarkably similar for all three groups with the college

level respondents excluded. Since the difference between groups is

almost non-existent one is led to speculate whether a difference occurs

that is highly associated with the educational level per se.



TABLE 4

EDVEAT10%AL LEVEL (14,.11 SCoNINC ON EDUCATION A SCALE

Edueational Level

Soovilw.
Rdiwo

1

Vc!ow
tqh Grade

2

Cvadcs
i...10

i

Grades
11-12

4

Over
12

- 9 3 (23.1Z) 4 (15.44) 20 (29.920 10 (26.11 %)

10 - 12 7 (53.9,90 11 (42.3%) 35 (52.2 %) 21 (55.32)

13 - 15 3 (23.1 %) 11 (112.3 %) 12 (17.9:0 6 (15.9 %)

No Response 1 (7.7.) ]. (2.6%)

I

N 14 26

IN 11111.1111=111

67 38

No directional relationships are established. The only deviate

patterns appear to he the high proportion of those in Educational

Level 2 who score highly. ergh range 13-15.) Also noteworthy is

the fact that a higher proportion of education grade level. 1 people

score in the higher range than either levels three or four. This may

well be a function of a psychological set on the part of less sophisti-

cated respondents.

Going on to investigate responses to understand items on the A

scale, significant differences were found in the three target groups

on selected items. The following items exhibited statistically signi-

fivant rvlatiom;hips.
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TABLE 5

LIST r017./ A '

RESIMSES or SELECTED TARGET GROUPS ON ITEM
"BICH :WHIM STITLNTS HAVE TOO EASY A TIME or 1T"

8111.11M111011.1

.111=10.11.111.110111./M11.,..

Langer
Non-trihat

Langer
Tribal.

Reservation
Control

(+Ed.) yos

HO

No response

N =

,q)

9

SW

(74.i

(27).7

)

)

iG

1.5

1

(69.2, )

(28.8,..)

(2.01

25

33

1

(42.4,)

(V) . 9)

(1.7%1

35 52 59

X
2
= 12.94 with 4 degrees of freedom.* Probability = .01.

(*No response category was included by computer program so chi

square is somewhat inflated.)

A possible explanation exists for the pattern. The question

may not have been interpreted as a subjective projection of educa-

tional loads on high school students in general but may have reflected

an empirical assessment of their own children's performance. That

is, they see their own children having a "hard time of it" in school.

Auother question exhibiting a significant differential response was

shown as follows.

TABLE 6

RCSPONSCS Or SELECTED TARGET GROUPS ON ITEM
"COLLEGE GIVES MC AN OPPORTUNITY FOR A BETTER LIFE"

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

(+Ed.) agree

Disagree

No response

N =

19

16

(54.31

(45.7'1

41

WO

(78.r)

(21.2')

26

32

1

(44.1,1

(54.fl

(1.7%1

35 52 59

Chi square = 15.12 with 41 degrees of freedom - probability = .004.
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Highest agreement is indicated for the Langer-tribal group.

Why this particular item merits such a differental response on the

part of this work group is not apparent.

A review of all other items reveals no significant difference

between the target groups. 'L'his is indicated for those items that

were strong discriminators (e.g.,"education all right for some people

but not everybodg'70/30 or "education is necessary to get someplace

in the community" 56/43.)

Controlling for education by removing all those with some edu-

cation above the 12th grade does not measurably nhange the patterns

or the percentage differences between groups.

TABLE 7

RESPONSE OF SELECTED TARGET GROUPS ON ITEM
"MOST OF THE SATISFIED PEOPLE ARE THOSE WHO SUCCEEDED ON THEIR OWN"

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Agree 25 (71.4%) *_. 31 (59.6%) 4.-. 29 (49.2%)

Disagree 10 (28.6%) ....4 20 (38.5%) .-4 29 09.290

No response

N 35 52 59

The X2 = 4.91 which at 4 degrees of freedom has a probability of .30.

Kendall's tau.B = .284 Kendall's tau C = .237

Although not exhibiting significance this item provides a very

consistent directional trend if we can assume that the Langer tribal

employees through their consistent employment patterns represent a stage

in economic and social patterns between that of the Langer non-tribal

employee and the reservation control group.



The Education 1 t;eale also provided a response profile that

indicated sIvon:; but nut statistically sinniricant loading on the

high seores.for the reservation control group. Almost 34 per cent

raced scores or 9-10.

SCORINGS ON B SCALE BY SELECTED TARGET GROUPS

Scoring
Range

Langer
Non-tribal.

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

9-10 9 (25.7%) 10 (19.2%) 20 (33.9 %)

7- 8 14 (IC) 23 (44. 2c/) 25 (48.1%)

5- 6 6 (17.1%) 11 (21.%) 10 (19.2%)

Below 5 4 (11.11 %) 2 (4.1%) 3 (5.1%)

No response 2 (5.7';) 6 (11.Y1 1 (1.7*

35 52 59

However, if we control for education (by dichotomozing between

the first three education heads and education level 4--education

above 12 grades) a different picture emerges. The distribution of

scores manifest considerable similarity between the three target groups.

TABLE 9

SCORINGS ON B SCALE BY SELECTED TARGET GROUPS
(EDUCATION LEVEL 4 EXCLUDED)

Scoring
Range

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Groups

9-10 6 (23.1 %) 10 (20.8%) 8 (23.5 %)
7- 8 11) (38 . 571 21 01.8'1 14 (111.2,15- 6 5 (19.2) 11 (22.9A 9 (26. 5%)
Below 5 4 (15.11%) 2 (4.2n 2 (5 . 97f)
No response 1 (3.87) 4 (8. 0 1 (2.9;f)

26 48 311



Several. questions on the B scale exhibited signiricant or near

sign i Ci omit. d i rvItevs tvvvit t svl vvtvd trpt groups, nest'

differences regressed to the mean with exclusion of the education level

four group. These relationships are indicated in the dual table given

below.

TABLE 10

RESPONSE or SELECTED TARGET CROUPS ON ITEM
"I DO NOT CARE ABOUT EDUCATION AS LONG AS I CAN LIVE COMFORTABLY"

'anger Langer
Non-tribal Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Agree 7 (20.0M 14 (26.9M 10 (16.9 %)

Disagree (+ Ed.) 27 (7.71%) 32 (61.5M 48 (81.11%)

No response 1 (2.9 %) 6 (11.5 %) 1 (1.7 %)

N = 35 52 59

X2 = 8.36 probability w' /4. degrees of freedom = .08.

Level 4 Education Respondents Excluded

Agree 6 (23.1 %) 14 (29.2%) 9 (26.5W)

Disagree (+Ed.) 19 (73.1M 28 (58.3%) 24 (70.6%)

No response 1 (3.8%) 6 (12.5 %) 1 (2.9%)

N = 26 48 34

X
2
= 4.01 probability w/4 degrees of freedom = .40.
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BEST COPY AVM ABLE

TABLE 11

RE:TON:;1: or SELECTED TAW:ET CROUPS ON ITEM
"I AM INTERESTED IN EDUCATION BUT NOT TOO CONCERNED ABOUT rr"

Langpv
Nun-tribal

Agree

Disagree (+ pd.)

No response

N=

15

19

1

(42.9,:)

(54.31

35

Langrr
Tribal

Reservation
Cilutrol Croup

2(1 (38.5n 13 (22.0n

28 (53.8 %) 45 (76.3 %)

4 (7.7n 1 (1.7%)

52 59

X2= 9.02 with 4 degrees of freedom probability= .06

Level 4 Education Respondents Excluded

Agree 14 (53.8 %) 18 (37.55) 9 (26.5 %)

Disagree (+ ed.) 1.2 (46.2-) 26 (54.2;) 24 (70.6 %)

No response 4 (8.3W) 1 (2.9W)

N= 26 48 34

X2= 7.44 with 4 degrees of freedom probability=.11

The strong pro-education response which is 20 per cent higher

than the other two sub-groups are diminished when the level four

group respondents are excluded.

On: particular item on the scale exhibited a significant dif-

ference between groups for the whole population and for the popula-

tion controlled for the higher education level. This was the item:
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TABLE 12

"1 HAVE No DESIRE TO DO ANYTHING WiTH EDUCATION"

Langer
No-1

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control. Croup

Agree b

Disagree
(+ Ed.) 28

No Response 1

35

AgreP 6

Disagree
(+ Ed.) 19

No Response 1

26

(17.1:.) 1 (1.9;4

(80.01 45 (86.5%)

(2.9%) 6 (11.5%)

52

Level 4 Respondents Excluded

(23.1%) 1 (2.1%)

(73.1) 41 (85.4N)

(3.W.1 6 (12.5%)

48

7 (11.9%)

51 (8 6.4%)

1 (1.7%)

59

7 (20.0%)

26 (76.5%)

1 (2.9 %)

34

The table should be read with caution. Although the agree

response was totally distributed among the lower education levels, it

does represent only 14 responses. The chi-square is also inflated

by automatic inclusion of the no response category which is loaded

on the Langer-tribal independent category.

All other items in the Cducation B scale exhibited no signi-

ficant differences in response patterns between the target sub-groups.

The Education Experience scale was also analyzed for the

emergence of significant differences between the target sub-groups.

The distribution of scores among the groups is given in Table 13.
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TAME 13 MT COP

CPMPLATIVE SCOEL ON EIWCAT1ON
EXPCRIENCC SCAM ISY SLLECTED TARCrT GROUPS

pN,ratarOr

111.11111=01.111.1.1101111=111.

Seoring
Raq!%es

Langer
Non-Ivibal

Langer
Tribal

Resevvation
Coni vol Ceoup

9-10 L7 (118.6g) 211 (116.1`,'...) 2]. (35 . 6ca

7- 8 11 (31.4%) 11 (25.0%) 25 (42.4%)

5- 6 3 (8.6% 7 (13.11%) 9 (15.3%)

Below 5 3 (8.6%) 2 (3.8%) 4 (6.8%)

No response 1 (2.9%) 6 (11.5%)

35 52 59

Control of or higher education levels intensified the difference

between the Langer plant groups and the reservation control geoups.

TABLE 14

CUMULATIVE SCORE: EDUCATION EXPERIENCE
SCALE (EDUCATION LEVEL 4 EXCLUDED).=1111.MI../.1.0-1-

Scoring
Range

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

9-10 12 (46.W) 21 (43.8%) 10 (29.11%)

7- 8 7 (26.9Z) 12 (25.09;) 16 (47.096)

5- 6 3 (11.11 %) 7 (14.696) 5 (14.7%)

Below 5 3 (11.4%) 2 (4.2q 3 (8.8%)

No response 1 (3.8;0 6 (12.590

NrA 26 48 34

The results ndivate that the reservation control group departed

from the Langer Plant groups only by a limited scoring range with

some 40 per cent or the Reservation Control group voicing negative
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responses for one or two more questions in the question set. In

othr reseots the (istvihntion is similar between groups.

One item that exhibited a sizeable percentage difference between

tribal and non-tribal sub-groups was the item "I would have enjoyed

se)tool had the teavheps better understood me."

The disteihutioo

as follows.

ho. lull population under investigation is

TABLE 15

DISTRIBUTION IN TEACHER UNDERSTANDING ITCH

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Agree

Disagree

No response

N =

10

25

(28.6:)

(71.'4

23

26

3

(44.2% )

(50.0%)

(5.8q

27

32

SO

(115.8%)

(54.2%)

35 52 59

This distribution exhibits near significance. Chi square = 9.0o

with four degrees of freedom probability - .06.

Significance at the level is achieved upon dichotomization of

the categoric:, into tribal/non-tribal variables. The item appears

to indicate that more persons of tribal heritage had difficulties in

communication or perceived discrimination in terms of their years of

basic education.

When only respondents whose education level is four are con-

sidered (a small sample of 38), there appears to be a shift back to

the null hypothesis.

The results of the following table indicate that the retro-

spective alienation probed by the item does not hold for those who

were able to obtain some post - secondary education or training. Finally,

the one item that really served as a discriminator between the selected

target groups was an item dealing with financing of education. The

difference was dramatic.
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TABLE if,

LEVEL, l'oUR RESPONDENTS AND
DISTRflu IT I ON ON II:ACM:It 11N141,RSTAND I NG 1T11.1

konffr.

Non-tribal
kamvo
Tribal

Reservatilin
Control. Croup

Agree
Disaryve

2

7

(22.2'1

(77.8 )

1

3

(251'a

(7571

8

1.7

(32.0').;)

(68.11';')

1) II

.

X
2
= .34 probability w/2 degrees of freedom = .80.

TABLE 16A

RESPONSE ON SELECTED TARGET GROUPS ON
ITEM "TOO MUCH MONEY 1S SPENT ON EDUCATION"

IN1111.=111.1
Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Agree (+ Ed.)

Disagree

No response

N=

15

19

1

(42.9;1

(54.3%)

(1.7%)

5

46

1

(9.6%)

(88.5%)

(2.9%)

50

9

(84.7%)

(15.3%)

35 52 59

X2 = 17.73 probability w/4 degrees of freedom = .001.

More than 40% of the Langer Non-tribal group took the limiting

position. The explanation is obvious to those who live in the area.

The non-tribal residents send their children to Rolla public school

and pay personal property taxes to finance them. The reservation resi-

dents have their educational needs funded through the BIAwand the fund-

ing in recent years has been very generous, particularly with the addi-

tion of one million dollars in new plant facilities. In addition some

one-fifth of the school population of the Rolla Public Schools is tribal.

Yet the parents of these students are exempted from the tax rolls. This

has engendered in the minds or many of the community residents a feeling

they are carrying someone else's fair share. These dissatisfactions

may carry over to a negative response on this item.
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B. Respondent Perceptions or Life Situation

Thy syll-ihichovin!; Cduivill Seal (b is utilized Cu measure

aehiovement pvvevptions on the part of the three sel.ected sub-groups.

The four part item eliciting a response of life situations presented

an opportunity to measure his achievement from a base period of five

years previous to the present. It also permits the respondent to

project his aspirations to a period five years hence. Finally, it

allows the respondent to project the life situation of his children

relative to his present life situation and his own future.

The Ladder perceptions for one's situation five years previous

for the three selected target groups are as follows:

TABLE 17

LADDER RATTNES roR SELECTED TARGET GROUPS: PAST ASSESSMENT
111111111.....

Langer.
Non - tribal.

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Mean Ladder
Rating

Mode

S.D.

N =

4.00

5

1.42

(1.3 *)

4.30

5

2.08

(18*)

3.74

3

2.09

(111 *)

35 rIR 52

*Figure in parenthesis ineicates number of respondents so rating
themselves.

59
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The Ladder poreeptions for one's Life situation for the three

spleeted target groups as they are perceived at present are presented

in the aggregate be

TABLE 18

LADDER RATiNc rOR SELECTED TARCET CROUPS: PRESENT ASSESSMENT

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Mean
Ladder Rating

Mode

S.D.

N

6.63

8 (10)

1.75

6.39

6 (8)

2.20

8 (8)

6.67

8 (14)

1.82

33 51 55

Future aspirations are registered in the ladder rating for a

period rive years hence. The aggregate measures on this indicator

are as follows.

TABLE 19

LADDER RATINGS FOR SELECTED TARGET GROUPS: FUTURE ASSESSMENT

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Mean
Ladder Rating

Mode

S.D.

N =

8.12

8 (9)

1.S9

10 (9)

7.90

10 (17)

.1IS

8.70

10. (21)

1.38

33 50 54



Pereeptioa or vhildren's life station is indivated in the

Fllowi Idbiy.
TABLE 20

LADDER RATINGS Oil SELECTED TARGET GROPPS: CHILDREN'S ASSESSMENT
a....111. .-

Non-tribal
lianget.

Tribal
Reseevation
Control

Mean

.1!
4011.11.111M11

Ladder Rating 8.33 9.08 9.00

Mode 8 (9) 10 (23) 10 (31)

S.D. 1.51 1.24 1.54

N 27 43 51

There appears to be a unanimous optimism about their children's

futnee regardless of the group to which they belong. It is interest-

ing to note however that the non-tribal population average is at

least one step lower, and that modal response is two steps lower.

Besides the four measures indicated, some derivation measures

arc important in reflecting achievement. Standing alone each level

indicated by the respondent provides a perpetual baseline for aehime-

ment. The situation viewed by one respondent as a 6 might be rated

8 or 4 by another respondent. What is important is change between

time periods and differences between perception of one's life situa-

tion and that or anticipated ehildren's life situation. The differ-

ence between life situation in. the past and life situation in the

present represents a varying distance on the self-anchoring scale.

As a change in life situation, it can be varied as achievement if

directed toward the positive pole of the scale (10). The aggregate

changes between. past and present are given in Table 21.
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liFP

Av citANGE: BETWEEN

PAST AND PRESENT Lirr SITUATIONS

Lange!.
Nim-tvibal

Langer Reservation
Control Group,

Mean change 2.30 2.19 2.96

Mode change 3 (9) 3 (12) 3 (111)

S.D. 1.42 2.32 2.11

N 33 51 52

Aspiration and optimism in one's life situation can be

measured by noting for each respondent the difference between the

present ladder rating of one's life situation and the contemplated

ladder rating in rive years. The aggregate response for the three

selected target groups is given below. The larger the difference

the greater the perceived achievement within a set time span.

TABLE 22

DIFTERENCE BETWEEN PRESENT AND CONTEMPLATED LITE SITUATION

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Mean difference 1.63 1.43 1.73

Mode difference 1 (14) 2 (1(1) 2 (18)

S.D. 1.06 1.95 1.115

N 33 52 52
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The aggregate measures of change reflect a greater perception

of the betterment of one's life situation and a prospect of continued

improvement on the part of the members of the Reservation Control

group. It should be noted, however, that these measures reflect an

average that span perceived changes from -3 to +8. In this sense the

reservation control group mean is a reflection of the nine members

of that group who registered differences between past and present

life situations of +5 or better. The review of mean scores for the

three groups appears to indicate that the Langer tribal group per-

ceived themselves in an improving situation five years ago. In this

sense they were among the fortunate to have available to them the

job opportunity of the Langer plant. One notes, however, that the

Reservation Control group has exhibited higher achievement and aspira-

tion scores. This may be the result of increased employment opportuni-

ties that have emerged within the past three years.

A control on education seems indicated in this investigation.

The question may be asked whether the higher scores for a particuldr

group would be due to the presence of an inordinate number of persons

Who have had some post-secondary education.

TABLE 23

A SURVEY OF THE RESERVATION CONTROL GROUP: EDUCATION
LEVEL 4 GROUP REVEALS THE FOLLOWING AGGREGATE MEASUREMENTS (N=25)

Past
Percep-
tion

Present
Percep-
tion

Differ-
ence

Future
Percep-
tion

Differ-
mew

Children's
Rating

Mean 3.9 6.9 3.0 8.7 1.8 9.0

Mode 3 (6) 7 (5) 4 (5) 10 (9) 1 (7) 10 (11)

S.D. 2.1 1.7 1.7 1.35 1.6 1.3

N=
23 23 23 21 21 21
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What is readily apparent is that by itself the group with

some exposure to post-secondary programs is not In any way unique

from the basic norm for the full group. In fact, the difference

between the level four sub-groups and the full Reservation Control

Group does not deviate more than .1 of a percentage point from the

norm for any of the measures.

One more rejection of the effect of the education level upon

the ladder ratings is provided for in Table 24 which indicates the

means for the measures of past, present and future life situation

ratings.

TABLE 214

MEANS FOR SELECTED SELF-ANCHORING
ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES (ALL RESPONDENTS)

Education Levels

Measure 1 2 3 4

Past 3.8 4.5 4.6 3.9

Present 5.4 6.33 7.0 7.7

Future 5.6 8.00 7.89 8.6

Children's
Situation 8.2 9.2 8.65 9.00

When we review the differences between selected target groups,

one notes that there is not a substantial difference between groups

on most measures. The one measure that shows a consistent linear

improvement in perception of life situation is that of "present life

situation." Even in the "present" assessment the differences is

incremental and minimal between the ordered groups.
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A spevinl inquiry is made in regard to the tenure or service

at the Laner plant and its erreet upon these avhievement measures:

whether employers with long service hint! higher assessments of their

past and present situations. It can also he inquired as to whether

those shurtcr cApcivnec at thy plant exhibited a greater

change between past and present perceptions. These findings could

show that employment at the Langer plant was a significant factor

in obtaining higher perceptions of life status. The tenure variable

in the following table will be marked by three categories: ten years

employment or more, four to ten years employment and under four years

employment.

Since the tribal employee group is of particular interest

here, the table below indicates the variation in achievement means

(haddcr ratings) for each category of work experience.

TABLE 25

LANGER TRIBAL EMPLOYEES: MEAN LADDER
RATINGS BY LENGTH Of WORK EXPERIENCE

Work Experience
Ladder Over 10 4-10 Under
Ratings Years Years 4 Years

Past 4.14 3.60 4.70

Present 6.15 6.20 6.90

Future 7.50 8.30 8.70

Children's
Future 8.70 9.1n 9.30

N = 25 10

v=11.111MINE....1111OM

13
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One notes that there is no substantial. difference between

any or the three experience groupings. Those who have worked under

four years appear to exhibit somewhat more of u positive evaluation,

but it is not significantly different from the mean readings for the

Full group.



C. Relationship's Between Selected Target
.Groups and Projective Achievement indicators

An important ohjprtive of this study was to determine whether

thr thmo sylected target groups (hanger tribal employees/Langer

Non-tribal employees/Reservation Control group) vary in terms of

their own sense of achievement and in educational aspirations as

projected onto their children.

The first question which was open-ended focused on perceived

improvements in life and home. Respondents were asked to indicate

any improvements within their lives within the past five years. The

results of this inquiry are given in Table 26. If we are to review

the cumulation of the response of "no improvement" and "no response"

we can see that the group which has the lowest perception of improve-

ment is the Langer Tribal group (48.15). A check of these 25 respon-

dents also indicated that eight respondents reflected set responses

on the Cantrill Ladder ratings (e.g., 5, 5, 5, 5) while five others

indicated a decrease in ladder ratings from past to present.

67
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REST cnry miff!' ABLE

TABLE 2(

PERCCIVLD IMPROVEMINTS IN tarn
AND HOME OF SELECTIM SUB-CROUPS

Perevived
111113 Pt 1\1.1111011n.;

Langvr
Non-tvibal

banger
Tribal

Reservatiou
Control Croop

Bettvv job 1 (2.q ) 1. (1.912:) 6 (1.0.2: )

New home lit (41 . 2%) 23 (1111.2 %) 15 (25 . 4%)

More pay 2 (5.9 %) 1 (1 . 9%) 6 (10 . 2%)

Higher living
standard 3 (8 .8%) 2 (3.8 %) 3 (5. 1%)

Move to town 2 (5 . 9%) OD 2 (3. 4%)

Increased worth 1 (2.9%) OD .1=1

More education 3 (5.1%)

No improvement 7 (20 . 6%) 111 (26.9 8 (13.7 %)

No response 11 (11 . 11 (21 . 2%) 15 (25.4;)

N = 34 52 58

The analysis of the distribution reveals the most salient

improvement to be that of acquiring a new home. This is to be expected

given the thrust in home building undertaken undel%BIA programs. Under

the provisions of a home purchase grant program, a head of a family

needs to reside aeihe home location, demonstrate job and family sta-

bility, dependability, money management, and possess a good credit

rating to be eligible for a grant that covers down payment and closing

costs. The Langer tribal employment group is in a singular position

to take advantage of home purchase grants.

Improvement of the employment situation among the Reservation

Control group is seen in the cumulative aggregation of the better job,
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more pay, and a higher living standard categories (25.5%). This does

not, however. indicate a general trend from conditions of unemploy-

ment to that or eq)Loyment. Inspection of individual responses indi-

cate that, execipt for eleven individuals, the respondents did have

previous employment. Svverat had as many as six jobs behove their

present position. A great many of the previous positions (est. 20)

reported, however, constituted marginal employment (e.g., cooks helper,

teachers aide, nurses aide, "some" construction work, etc.).

An open-ended question was then provided to deal with children's

plans for their future. This particular item was not especially suc-

cessful. For most of the respondents the children are too young to

offer. any plans or occupational objectives. Responses thus are indi-

cated only for children of high school or college age. However, the

reservation control group did indicate the highest percentage of

families where children had plans, and some of these plans were quite

specific. The breakdown on children's plans is given below.

TABLE 27

CHILDREN'S PLANS AS INDICATED BY SELECTED TARGET GROUPS

Response
Langer
Non-Tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Plans Indicated 3 (8 .61 7 (13.4°0 12 (20.3%)

Undecided 1 (1.9N) 1 (1.7%)

Too Young . 2 (5.7r1 8 (13.6)

Higher Lducation 2 (3.8:4 1 (1.7;0

No Plans 9 (25.71 11 (21.2°0 19 02.21
No Response 21 (60.nl 32 (61.51 18 (30.51

N re. 35 52 59
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Specifies on the 21 respondents who did indicate that their

ehildren had plans indicated the followim variety or responses:

Langer Non- tribal : farming, business.

Langer Tribal: "Trade School ," "Sheet metal work," "teaeher."

"forming.

Reservation Control Croup: "girls want to be secretaries,"

"beauty operator," "coach," "teacher,"

"build houses," "semi-truck driver," "hospital,"

"wants to get married," "anything with cars,"

"have business," "office worker," "earn money

for school," "government work."

A control of those respondents having a level four education

reveals that of those indicating plans by their children, the reser-

vation vontrol group, parents with level four education accounted

for five indicating plans, level three respondents accounted for

three who indicated plans, and level one and two respondents account-

ed for two each.

The specific choices indicate, while there is a strong pro-

jected aspiration that their children attend college (at least under

the suggestion of the item), in the instances where children make

choices, those choices are more often practical and vocational. Also

of the Reservation Control group responses only one specific response

(government work) vamp fiom a respondent who was categorized as hav-

ing children in college.

The next open-ended question dealt with plans that the respon-

dents had for their children. Here the answers were not so occupa-

tionally specific but for the most part focused on educational aspira-

tions. Several respondents entered disclaimers that they were going
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to let their children decide for themselves what they wanted to

put'sue.

The coding or the responses provided some five identifiable

categories. The most substantial number of respondents omitted any

lespolise iadivoted that they hau no plahs for their vhildven (e.g.,

"nothing definite," "no plans at this time"). These two response

modes were combined into one category. The other response modes

focused on a general planning by the parents to provide their children

with an education, specific plans to send children to college or to

trade school, or assist them in business.

TABLE 28

PARENTS' PLANS FOR CHILDREN
BY SELECTED TARGET GROUPS

Responses
hanger
Non-Tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Groups

No Plans
No Response 19 (511.3%) 31 (59.6%) 37 (62.7%)

"Give them an
education" 4 (11.4%) 9 (17.3%) 6 (10.2%)

College 10 (28.6%) 10 (19.2%) 14 (23.7%)

Trade School 1 2.9,E 1 (1.9%) 1 (1.7%)

Business 1 (2.9%) 1 (1.9%) 1 (1.7%)

N 35 52 59

The distribution or responses for all groups is very similar

as measured in percentages. The high proportion of no response in-

eludes that portion of the population who have no children or who are

at a pre-school level.
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Control by education L essential in this comparison so the

data on parents' plans rot, children is presented with the exelusion

of all those respondents who have an education level of four. This

is given below in Table 29.

Responsts

TAM: 29

PARENTS' PI MS FOR cm LIMN
11Y SELEC.TED TARGET GROUPS

(ED(.ICATION larmi rouR. RESPONDENTS EXCLUDED)

Langer
Non-Tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Groups

No Plans
No Response 15 (57.7%) 30 (62.5%) 19 (55.99)

"Give them an
Education" 3 (11.5%) 9 (18.87) 3 (8.8%)

College 6 (23.11 8 (16.7n 11 (32.M)

Trade School 1 (3.W,) 1 (2.1Z) 1 (2.91

Business 1 (3.8q

N

INS

0.1=mm

26 48 34

As we can see there is little difference in the response pro-

files between the original populations for the selected target groups

and the adjusted populations. It is most interesting to note that

the proportion of the Reservation Control group making plans for the

children's attendance at college increases, upon adjustment by exclu-

sion of education level four respondents. 01 the 14 seeing a college

career in their children's futures, 11 came from education levels 1, 2,

and 3.

These findings are confirmed in-the next measurement which asked

respondents whether they expected their children to attend college.
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TABLE 3

EXPECTATIM or COLLECC roR
CHILDREN hY SELECTED TARGET GROUN

IMMI=IMMII011111=1+101111111111111Mr

Ro!-,1H) lscs

hanger
Non-T v i ha I

Langer
Tr3bal

-IMMIIIM..M.II.+.111.1IIMMIMMIImvpllnWM.IN

Yes 22 02.11: ..)

No 5 (8.674

. Don' t Know 0

No Respose 10 (28 . ti;;;)

N = 35

Reservation
Control t;tio

3S (67.3;4 117 (70.7;.)

0 0

2 (3.8%) 2 (3.11%)

15 (28.8%) 10 (16.990

52 59

This appears to be an uncommonly high expectation of college

for children for all groups. Th2 high expectation among the Reserva-

tion Control group holds even after all level four education respon-

dents are excluded. This is indicated in Table 31,

10

TABLE 31

EXPECTATION OF COLLEGE FOR
CHILDREN BY SELECTED TARGET GROUPS
(LEVEL Vol R RESPONDENTS 1,XcLuD1 in)

Responses
Langer
Non-Tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Croups

Yes 15 (57.51 31 (64.5;.,) 27 (79.41

No 3 (11.51 0 0

Don't Know 0 2 (4.2q 1 (2.9%)

No Response 8 (30.8;.) 15 (31.31 6 (17.6 %)

N = 26 8 34

X2 = 13.23 probability w/( degrees of freedom - .0.
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The significant differenees between groups as indicated in

the table may ht. based on an avtineially innate') ehi winare (note

that the deviation is primarily located in the cells o1 the no response

category). The no response category can be partially explained by

that ptwovtiou 01 vespoudnls who may be unmarried and have no chil-

dm, and thus feel this navticular Inquiry irrelevant.

The number of childless respondents for the Langer Non-tribal

group was seven, for the Langer tribal group eleven, and for the Reser-

vation Control Croup, seven. The number of Langer tribal personnel

who did not respond to this inquiry and who at the same time were

classified as childless is five. The number of Reservation Control

group personnel who rendered a non-response and whose background was

childless is also five.

The following item revealed a considerable difference between

the selPnted target groups. This was an item asking the respondents

how they believed their children could afford higher education. Four

alternate sources of funding were indicated: parents assistance, part-

time work, government aid, and scholarships. The item was a success-

ful discriminator. Most respondents who chose to answer provided a

check on either one or two of the alternatives. The "straight ticket"

response was observed only in three instances.

There is a significant difference between tribal and non-tribal

groups in terms of the expectation of rendering parental. assistance.

This is shown in the following table.
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TABLE 32

RESPONSE or scumn TAPS=
CRON'S TO PARENTAL. ASSISTANCE INQUIRY

Respllsys
Langer
Nun-Tribal

Langer
TP1 bel

Reservation
Control. Ceonps

Yes 20 (07 .1' ) 14 (26.9:.) 23 (39. ;)

No 3 (8 . 6;3 20 (38.5) 26 (1111.1Z)

No Response* 12 (311.3;3 18 (34.6%) 10 (16.9; )

N = 35 52 59

111.111101111.

*on any alternative.

The relationships produce a chi square of 17.66 which is signi-

ficant at 4 degrees of freedom with a probability of .001. The most

significant deviation from the mean is the higher proportion or banger

Non-tribal respondents who foresaw parental assistance.

The same relationship is also seen in the assessment 1,at

children of respondents would afford higher education through part-

time work. The distribution of responses by target sub-groups is

given in Table 33.

TABLC 33

RCSPONSES or SELECTED TARGET
GROUPS TO STUDENT-WORK INQUIRY

Responses
Langer.
Non-Tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control. Geou)s

Yes 16 (45.7, ) 13 (25.D,') 23 (39.0;:)
No 7 (20.0:-i) 20 (38.5n 26 (411.1%)
No Response 12 (34.2/) 19 (36.5q 10 (16.9)

N 35 52 59

X2 with 4 degrees of freedom = 10.85 signifiant with probability of .02.
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SimilarLy there is a 114911y discriminate response in terms or

the third altevnative: expectation or affordanee of higher education

for children through government aid. Here there is a clear directional

trend from a low expectation on the part of Langer Non-tribal employee

to it wry h is h expeotdtion lin the part or thr Rrsrevation Control

gvoup. This is indicated in Table 311.

TABLE 34

RESPONSE OF SELECTED TARGET GROUPS
TO EXPECTATION OF GOVERNMENT AID 'Tim

Responses
Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Yes 8 (22.9%) 30 (57.7%) 41 (69.5%)

No 15 (42.9%) 4 (7.7%) 8 (13.6%)

No response 12 (311.39,1 1.8 (34.6%) 10 (16. TA)

N = 35 52 59

X
2
w/4 degrees of freedom = 28.25 probability = below .01

Expectations on ability to afford higher education for depen-

dents were not so differentially distributed among the three selected

target groups. This item revealed, however, that the Langer-tribal

employee group did not have as high an expectation of scholarship aid

for their dependents.
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TABLE 35

RESPONSES Or SELECTED TARCET CROPPS
TO EXPEUTATim LW scnoLiwoltP8 FOR DLPENDUNTSF

V(.:Tflosys
Lawimr
Ni i-Tvihal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Contvol Croop

Yes 12 (till.- (11.5%) 21. (35. ( %)

No 11 (31.1%) 27 (51.90) 27 (115. 8%)

No Response 12 (34 . 3%) 19 (36. 5%) 11 (1R .( %)

N = 35 52 59

x2 = 12.511 with 4 degrees of freedom probability = .01

Since approximately a third of the Reservation Control group

manifested an expectation of scholarships a check must be made which

controls for education. If we use the adjusted population of 311

individuals in education levels 1, 2, and 3 the number showing an

expectation or scholarship aid is 11 or 32.4-certainly not a signi-

ficant departure from the full subpopulation mean. Taken alone the

25 reservation control group respondents who have had some exposure

to post-secondary education included ten respondents who registered

expectations of scholarship for their children (40%).

An important determination was the expectation of the work

respondents believed their children would be involved in upon reach-

ing their majority. The responses are based on a check off of nine

dirrevont occupational. categoric's: don't know, professional, having

own business, teaching, scientific work, picking up what they can,

farming, technical and mechanical work, military service, and ser-

vice eccupa ions. The following table indicates the distribution of

occupational predictions by respondents. The total is more than the
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1.11b vespondents bevause of mutt ipte choicet4 by a nu Or of the res-

pottdmits.

TABLE 3(1

SELECTED TARGET GROUP AN!)
OCCIIPATTONAl PROJECTIONS

..../- 4.-.1..101....11111.01.*0.
Ovettpltinit

Category
kto:wv
Non-tribal

hanger
Tribal

Reservation
Control. Croup

Professional 5 3 13

Having own business 2 2 6

Teaching 7 6 7

Scientific work 0 0 1

Picking up what
they can 0 3 6

Farming 3 1 0

Technical work 2 7 6

Military 2 1 0

Service Occupation 1 2 2

Don't know 15 32 27

N = 37 56 68

The distribution of expectations reveals no particular loading

by a selected to group on a given occupational category except

for the 13 (prof registered by the Reservation Control group. This

appears to be the result of a fault in the instrument since the cate-

gories did not list a white collar category ("office work"). This

is indicated by cross reference to the item indicating knowledge of

children's plans rot. lile wol.k. Where respondents indicated "girls

want to be secretaries" she also indicated "professional" as the expec-

tation category.
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Tin' don't know category Is sizeable for three sub-groups,

hot reflects the general predisposition to derer either aspirations

or speculations about children's lire work until the latter years of

high school.

O. Vuhlie Interest Seale Ratings

The questionnaire inquired as to level of interest of all

respondents in five areas of public affairs. The findings on the five

areas are indicated below.

TABLE 37

INTEREST LCVCIJS or SELECTED TARGET GROUPS IN COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

Interest
Levels

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

No interest 1 (1.9%)

Very little Interest 4 (11.4%) 11 (21.2%) 2 (3.4%)

Some Interest 21 (150.0')9 27 (51.9%) 23 (39.0%).

Considerable
Interest 8 (22.0 ) 9 (17.3%) 33 (55.9%)

No response 2 (5.7;'!) 4 (7.7%) 1 (1.7%)

N = 35 52 59

X
2

= 27.41 with 8 degrees of freedom (no response category
probably = .DN6

The deviation contributing to the ehi square can be trueed to

particular cell configurations: the far greater percentage of the

Reservation Control group that exhibited "considerable interest" in

community affairs and the higher than normal percentage at Langer

tribal respondents exhibiting "very little" interest in community af-

fairs.
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interest in local school affairs by the selected target groups

is given in table 38.

TABLE 38

INTEREST LEVELS or SELECTED TARGET GROUPS IN SCHOOL AFTAIRS

Interest
Levels

La,wer
Non-Tribal

Lnnv,er

Tribal.
Reservation
Control Group

No interest 2 (5.7%) 8 (15.4%) 1 (1.7%)

Very little
interest 6 (17.1%) 7 (13.5%) 4 (6.8%)

Some interest 111 (110.0%) 18 (34.5%) 28 (47.5%)

Considerable
interest 8 (22.9%) 16 (30.8%) 26 (44.1%)

No response 5 (14.3;.i) 3 (5.8%)

N = 35 52 59

X2= 21.82 with 8 degrees of freedom probability = .005.

Again the contribution to chi square is indicated by the

higher proportion of the Reservation Control group who expiiessed

considerable interest. All the distribution cf no responses among

the other selected target group may have inflated the chi square.

Again, there is need to introduce a control for this effect,

and this is seen in terms of the children's variable and in parti-

culal in terms of number of children. By itself the association of

thv immlipp orohildvon vaviable With the sehool intvvest variable

yields the following result.
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TABLE 39

1:0>1111:1; 1:111 WIZEN AND 1 NTEIZEST I NJ St:11001, AITA1 RS

Interest
tirvets None

3
.a..o..a.mlyFma.m.r........M.rofam1.1.a...I....=wll.wlmm=.ram.

No
Interest

Very
Little
Interest

Some
Interest

Consider-
able
Interest

No
Response

N =

8 (32.0)

2 (8.0)

6 (211.0)

6 (211.0)

3 (12.0)

25

2 3 or more

.1111 2 (5.6) 2 (5.0)

11 (18.2) (22.2) 1 (10.0) (15 . 11) -

10 (45.5 17 (47.2 II. (110 . 0) (38.5) 17 (42.5)

(27.3 (22.2) (40 . 0) (38.5) 21 (52.5)

(9.1) (2.8) (10.0 1 (7.7) -

22 36 10 13 50

X
2
= 45.65 with 20 degrees of freedom probability = .0009.

Kendall's tau it = .2R11 probability = .000
Kendall's tau C = .265 probability = .000

The relationships between :.:umber of children and interest in school

affairs is very clear. This is confirmed usually noting the directional ten-

dencies toward the interest levels in each independent variable category

manifesting the highest percentage. Tt is evident that high interest by the

Reservation Control group in school affairs is largely a function of the larger

nu 0.4. or III :;V 10MiliCS in this group.

A mot:t significant relationship was indicated in the indicator on

tribal affairs. This is indicated in Table 40.
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TABLE 40

INTEREST LCVELS or SELECTED TARCET CROUPS 7N T121BAL ArrAms

Interest
Heads

Langer
Non-trihal

Langer
Tribal

,M11.

Reservation
Control Group

No ini(resi 14 (40.0 ) 4 (7.7,1 2 (3.41

Very little
interest 6 (17.1,0 17 (32.7.0 3 (5.190

Some Interest 6 (17.1;0 22 (42.3%) 17 (28.8,0

Considerable
interest - 4 (7.7/) 37 (62.7 %)

No response 9 (25.7';0 5 (9.6q

N = 35 52 59

X
2
= 97.76 with 8 degrees of freedom probability = below .01

It is quite evident that the Reservation Control group is

much more highly politicized in regard to tribal matters. There

are a number of alternate explanations for this. One is that for

the bulk or the Langer tribal employees their economic position has

been stabilized and secure for a number of years, and basically this

position is independent of what transpires on the Reservation. Not

so with the remainder of the Reservation residents for whom tribal

and tribal government activities have given promise of employment

and homestead improvement in recent years. Another alternative explan-

ation is that the Langer Tribal group has not itselr been suevessrul

in tribal. polities and in acceeding to tribal elective positions.

Interviews with those Vmuiliar with the local tribal situation has

revealed that a number of. Langer Tribal personnel have in the past

run for I ribal offives, but have been outvoted. Also, they have uot



been effective in tribal deliberations. Thn lower interest i.n

tribal affairs may reilvet disillusionment with experienee In tri-

bal affairs. Interviews with obhc'rvers in the area have revealed

that at one time when unemployment was higher, the Langer Plant

pmployces wove not t,Aolly aecepted by Fellow tribal residents: they

held sevure positions; they were good credit risks in the community;

they were looked upon by white community people as responsible types.

Their position was an envious one and led to their political defeats.

Finally, the results are presented for the differences Iletween

the selected target groups in interest in national affairs. These

are provided in Table 41.

TABLE 41

INTEREST LEVELS or SELECTED TARGET GROUPS IN NATIONAL Arrum

Inteuest hanger banger
hovels Non-tribal Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

No interest - . 1 (1.7%)

Very little
interest 4 (11.4;0 11 (21.2 %) 5 (8.5%)

Some interest 1.7 (48.6n 26 (50.0 %) 27 (45.8q

Considerable
interest 1.3 (37.1 %) 13 (25.0%) 24 (40.7,0

No response 1 (2.91 2 (3.8 %) 2 (3.4n

N = 35 52 59

X2 = 7.15 w/8 degrees of freedom probability = .52

There is somewhat or a hviOtened intecest response on the

part of the Reservation Control group, but it is not significant.

They register most frequently in the "considerable interest" category,
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but this may be a Funetion or a respondent's tendeney to give the

best impression.

When one controls For education by eliminating from the analysis

all respondents with a level four education, one finds a similar pattern

For ail three ryAmps. It is interestiw to note, however, that the

Langer Nun-tribal employee group registered most strngly or the three

groups in the "considerable interest" category. However, the relation-

ship is statistically not significant.

TABLE 42

INTEREST LEVELS or SELECTED TAW= CROUPS IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS
(LEVEL FOUR RESPONDENTS EXCLUDED)

Interest
Levels

Langer
Non- tribal.

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Croup

No interest 1 (2.9r,,;)

Very little
interest 4- (V, ,'t.;) 11 (22.9%) 5 (14.7%)

Sonic interest 12 (4G.2;6) 26 (54 .2%) :1.7 (50. 0%)

Considerable
interest 9 (34.6;,;) 10 (20.8%) 9 (26.5%)

No response 1 (3.8) 1 (2.1%) 2 (S .9%)

N = 26 48 34.

It is imperative that some control variable be considered here,

partivularly that or eduvational level. Certainly those with more

edueation can be expected to express more interest in public affairs.

However, in an analysis which excluded From the nt all respon-

dents with a level four edueation (any post-sevondary education) the

fignro:; as expee:,sed in percentages Ore remarkably alike.
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TABLE 43

INTEREST LEVELS or SELECTED TARGET CROUPS TN
COMMUNITY ArrATRs ow. LEVEL, coo( RESPONDENTS EXCLUDED)

interest
Levels

Lanwr
Non-tribal

Langer
i

Reservation
Control Croup

No interest 1 (2.1%)

Very little
interest 3 (11.5:,) 10 (20.8%) 1 (2.9%)

Some interest 16 (61.5n 26 (54.2%) 13 (38.2%)

Considerable
interest 5 (19.2W) 8 (16.7%) 19 (55.9%)

No response 2 (7.7%) 3 (6.3%) 1 (2.9%)

N = 2G 48 311

.011111

X
2
= 20.22 w/8 degrees of freedom probability = .0n9

There arc alternative explanations for the greater level of

interest among the ncuervation Control group. One is that the Control

Group respondents were motivated to convey a "best impression" and

hence cheeked off maximal interest categories. The other is that

community events particularly in Beleourt have become more interest-

ing. Certainly new major construction, new federal programs, involve-

ment of the tribal government with more issues and greater politiciza-

tion or the tribal segment or the emummity through the Indian move-

ment would explain the higher interest level of the Reservation Con-

trol group.



U. Uncational Influence Seale

The respondents were asked to rate the social groups with

wit it'll they had common ansociation in terms or the perceived interest

these groups had in thoiv vdtioation. The basic- (lb:wet:ivy was lu dis-

cover whether those respondents with more positively oriented atti-

tudes toward education and those with a higher educational achieve-

ment level perceived particular interest and motivating influences

on the part of certain agents in their lives. They were asked to

rank the perceived interest in education by immediate family, rela-

tives, community, previous and present employer.

The correlations between interest on the part of various agents

and educational achievement (represented by eduoational levels one

through four) for the various social agents are given below.

TABLE 44

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT AND AGENTS 01 EDUCATIONAL IICLUENCE

=111141.1=111.=/.11111111111111111011111

Immediate ramily .215

Relatives .134

Conmunity .083

School .197

01*; employer. .169

Present employer .230

Co-workers .193

811
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As we can seo, the correlations while positive are very tow.

The assoeidtion helween level or behooling and perceived interest

of close social agents in one's education is almost non-existent.

Relationships were also chef ked between the educational atti-

tude ...eale.4 and intensity or influence as exerted by dilTevent swirl!

agents. These relationships ape presented in Table 45.

TABLE 45

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CUMULATIVE EDUCATION SCALE
SCORES AND INTEREST LEVELS or AGENTS OF EDUCATIONAL INFLUENCE

r
A Scale B Scale

Immediate family -.016 .279

Relative -.023 .187

Community -.027 .0119

School -.02G .108

Previous employer -.11G .167

Present emplorlr -.041 .210

Co-winikevs -.120 .240

The patterns indicate no relationship between cumulative A

Scale score and interest levels of social agents. The B Scale pre-

sents some low correlations, but they are not significant. The null

hypothesis is (erativv hvv.

A hest of the relationships between labor environment status

and intensity or interest by the selected social agents was also
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made, and several statistically signirieant relationships were indi-

eated. Almost all of the significant relationships are travvable

to a stronger loading or reservation control group responses on the

"considerable interest" category. This is indicated for perceived

intvvest of family. eommunity, previous emi floyer, present employer,

and (so-workers. ln addition, the relationship between labor environ-

ment status and interest by school teachers and officials while not

a statistically significant relationship does indicate again a high

loading on the "considerable interest" category by the Reservation

Control Group.

Since the questions probed by this section are generally per-

ipheral, presentation will be made only of two of the social agents.

TABLE 116

PERCEIVED INTEREST BY IMEDIATU FAMTLY IN
RESPONDENTS" EDUCATION: BY SELECTED TARGET GROUPS

Interest
Levels

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Very little interest -

41.11.emems

4 (7.7 %)

Some into rest 114 (110.0,,;) 20 (38.5%)

Considerable
interest 18 (51.41 22 ('12.3 %)

No response 3 (8. 6`;.) 6 (11.5 %)

N = 35 52

Reservation
Control Groups

2 (3.11 %)

(30.5%)

39 (60.1%)

-

59

X
2
= 13.2i probability w/6 degrees of freedom = .011

However, it is to be noted that chi. square is inflated because

of the loading or "no responses" on the Langer Tribal Croup.
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TABLE 47

1'1.14:1:11/1:1) I NV:RI:ST By Cu DlliN1TY iN
RI.SPONIWNTS EINTAT1 ON BY smaccirm) TARCET GIZOLIPS

Intorest Langer
Non-Tribal

banger
Tribal

No Interest 7 (20.(%) 7 (13. 5%)

Very Little Interest 14 (40. 0%) 10 (19 . 2%)

Some Interest 8 (22.9;6) 16 (30.8%)

Considerable LItcrest 1 (2. 9c,$)) 4 (7 .7%)

No Response 5 (14.3 %) 15 (28.8%)

Reservation
Control Group

8 (1 . (40

8 (13.6 %)

20 (33.9%)

12 (20. 3%)

11 (18.6%

)4,2 = 18.16 with 8 degrees of freedom probability = .02.

The pattern that manifests itself in this table is repeated

in all social agent categories. This holds for "relatives,"

school teachers and officials, previous employers and present eridloy-

ers, and co-workers. What appears to occur is a generally elev,ted

rating on the ;.art of the Reservation Control Group for all social

agents. One might also inquire whether this effect may be a function

of tne number of level four education respondents in the R .servation

Control. Group.

The control runs reveal almost identical patterns for each

social agent. For instance, whore "liamcdiate family" agent3 were

perceived as exhibitin:; "vomidepable intevest" by 66.1!'!, or ow

responses of the full Reservation Control Group, the adjusted level

(level. nur pi, op 1 v eye ludod) recorded 64 Where the "comniunl ty"

agents were registered as 'wording a 20.3:i; response indicating "con-

sidevable interest" For the hal group, 1 he adjusted group or 34



registered :MAC. Adjustment or the group appeared not to change

any pattvms.



I'. The Lift Environments Seale
and Responses of Selected Target Croups

The researcher thought it appropriate to analyze the responses

or the three seiveted target groups in regard to the lire environments

scale where the respondent was to rate the importance of some ten

different elements to be considered in selecting one's permanent

home. These elements included (1) being near to one's .family, (2)

being near to one's people (ethnic group), (3) good schools, (4) near

job opportunities, (S) cultural opportunities, (6) benefit of city

life, (7) being near institutions of higher learning, (8) technical

job opportunities, (9) scenic land, unspoiled environment, and (10)

good people, low crime rate.

The pro-educational indicator will be considered' first (items

3 and 7), then presentation of data will be made in regard to only

those items which showed a dirferential response between the target

groups.

TABLE 48

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD SCHOOLS TO SELECTED TARGET GROUPS

Level of
Importance

Langer
Non-trihal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Somewhat Important 1. (2.U) 1 (1.9;0 2 (3.4M

important 6 (17.L) 6 (11.5;1 13 (22.CrM

Very Important 27 (77.1::) 44 (84.6;0 41 (69.5M

No Response 1 (2.9:1 1 (1.91 3 (5.1M

N = 15 52 59

91
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The Langer Tribal Group is shown to place the Ugliest valua-

tion or the tlirve gronps in good schools but the difference is not

significant. A ehi square of 3.67 is 'computed for the matrix indi-

cating a probability of at least .70.

Similarly the evaluations placed on accessibility to insti-

tutions of hi:%hor learning did not product, any differential respouse.

In fact, aggregate response of the three groups are almost identical

in percentages.

TABLE 49

IMPORTANCE OF INSTITUTIONS Or HIGHER
LEARNING TO RESPONDENTS OF SELECTED TARGET CROUPS

Importance
Levels

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Not Important 2 (5.7;1 5 (9. (6) 2 (3.41

Somewhat Important 8 (22.91 6 (1.1.5%) 7 (11.91

Important 10 (28.61 17 (32.7%) 25 (112.'I %)

Very Important 15 (42.9%) 22 (42.3%) 23 (39.01

No Response MEI 2 (3.8%) 2 (3.41

N 35 52 59

Those considering institutions of higher learning very important

constitute a proportionally similar bloc within each group. The null

hypothesis is indicated with a chi square of only 3.86 with a prob-

ability 01 .En. Incidentally, a respondent's edneational background

does not materially affect the evaluation of importance. Looking at

level four respondents only some 6 (66.7;1 of the Langer Non-tribal

personnel rated this element most important, 2 (50.(1 "') of the Langer
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Tribal Group rated it, that highly as did Ili (40.0,) or !e Reserva-

tion Control Croup's 1,evel. Four sub-group,

Two elemontn provided interesting patterns. The element of

"being near one's people" and the element or "benefits of city living."

ltoth iloms t000h taw.cotially upon the issue or preferring UO remain

on near the reservation. The Item or being near "one's Family"

also Is another unobstrusive measure of reservation attachment,

particularly vonsidering the more extended family which the concept

involves For tribal residents.

TABLE 50

IMPORTANCE OF "BEING NEAR oNr. s PEOPLE"
TO RESFONDENTS or SELECTED TARGET GROUPS

=1. elm
Importance
hovels

Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Groups

Not Important 15 (42.9n 13 (25.0M 8 (13.6%)

Somewhat Important 10 (28.6';:) 12 (23.1 %) 12 (20.3%)

Important 8 (2?.91 19 (36.5%) 25 (112.11/,)

Very important 1 (2.9'1 6 (11.5%) 11. (18.6%)

No Response 1 (2.9% 2 (3.8%) 3 (5.1,0

N = 35 52 59

X
2
= 15.421 with H degrees of freedom probability = .05

Time potter') is avtually below the accepted level or sigotri-

Calle0 Dci) because of the inflation of the chi square through

inewslon or the no response category by the existing program.

ever, it still demoosirates the higher propensity or both tribal

groups to value this element move highly than the non-trthni repon-

dent.



The element of "bvnelits or city Life" revealed a wnerat

weir.litiv:; of the "lobs than important." eatc:;ories Fur all !woups.

Stromtest loading on the "non impovtant eategoross" are seen in

the Reservation Centro]. Group inferrin:; that the respondents have

stpoil:% attaohole'll.; to lhoi (11vironnent.

MULL, 51

IMPORTANCE 01' BENT :MIS" CITY LITE
AND RI:51'0=S 01' Smarm:I) TARGET CROUPS

Level
Imporl-nve

Langer
Non-TvLbal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Not important 7 (20. WO 9 (17. V) 18 (3(1.5%)

Somewhat
Important 19 (511.3) 17 (32.7:0 lit (23.7;3

Important 6 (1.7.1) 111 (26.0) 16 (27.1M

Very important 3 (14.(1:1 8 (15.11; 8 (13.61

No Response - It (7.7;3 3 (5.1%)

N = 35 52 59

A summary o f' the salience of these different elements may

be summit!, i zed In two ways. One is n summary of the response of the

the groups to the question of which element was most important.

This is indicated in Table 52.
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TABLE 52

MOST SALIENT CLEMENT BY SELECTED TARGET CROUPS

Element
Langer
Non-tribal

Langer
Tribal

Reservation
Control Group

Being near family It (11.4%) 15(26.8%) 10 (16.9%)

Near one's people ,
- '1 (1.9%) It (6.8%)

Good schools 13 (37.1%) 16 (30.8%) 12 (20.3%)

Job opportunities 6 (17.1%) 9 (17.3%) 14 (23.7%)

Cultural oppor-
tunities 1 (2.9%) - 1 (1.7%)

Benefits of city
life - - -

Near institutions
of higher learning

1 (2.9%) - 3 (5.1%)

Technical job
opportunity 2 (8.6%) 3 (5.8%) 1 (1.7%)

Unspoiled environ-
ment 3 (8.6%) - 1 (1.7%)

Good pl.ople 4 (11.4%) 3 (5.8%) 3 C5.1%)

No response 1 (2.9%) 5 (9.6%) 10 (16.9%)

N = 35 52 59

Another measure is the percentage of "very important" responses

registered for each element. These are given in Table 53.
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11,1;c1:NTAt;I: ni* st:1,1311:1) TAMI:T (;ROW'S GIVING

SALIENT EVALUATIONS TO ENV I itoN>triNir liumr.mrs

kttr.wp Langer Reservation
Ele:;m,Its Non-trihal Tribal Control Group

Being near family 57.7% 41.7Z

Near one's people 2.9.; 11.5% le.6z
Good schools 77.17:4 84.6% 69.5%

Job opportunities G2.9 78.8% 69.5%

Culturnt oppor-
tunit.Les 14.3% 21.2% 30.5%

Monefit or city
life 8.K; 15.4% 13.6%

Near institution
or hi!,,her

lea tin i 42.9 39.O

Technical job
opportunities 45.7% 46.2% 33.9%,

Unspoiled envir-
onment 28.8% 35.6%

Good people 77.1% 71.2% 62.7%

"Good Sehools" registers highest with both measures. Tn

rer;ard to this item and the 01W on higher institutions or learning.

all three target gvonps manirested similar patterns or choice. The

tribal groups rate ahead or the non-tribal groups in the family proxi-

mity item and the enitural opportmlities item. The cultural oppor-

Lunitif's item is in all ih(U interpreted in terms or tribal

tratlitions. linth itlws yeller! lire vilvivonlivot elownts mlsovialed

with Rof.erval,on



V11. Parental Baekground and
Sceondary Stndont Performance .

It is essential to include in the anAlysis an indicator of a

linha:T between parental occupational status and actual academie per-

formance of their ehildren. To this point we have presented only

relationships between the labor environment variable and expressed

attitudes. We can only infer that pro - education attitudes, if hon-

estly supplied, will translate Into attitudes and behavior on the

part of children. The appropriate technique woull. be to identify

the respondents of the target groups, identify their children for

purposes or obtaining a measure of their academic achievement, and

testing their own educational attitudes. Tn the interest or maxi-

mizing the privacy of respondents, they were not required to identify

themselves. Respondents were considered only in terms of aggregate

categories on the basis of different background characteristics.

Thus we cannot establish any individual correlation between a

respondent's identity and his responses.

The researchers with the cooperation of Dr. Al Koss, Director

of Counseling and Guidance at the Turtle Mountain Community School

were able to procure an indicator of student achievement that could

hub associated with the ocoupational bavkryound or the parents.

Grade point averages were obtained for high school students

of Langer plant employees, students with parents working for the

Buvau Arrair,;, the Puldie Health Serviee, and the Sellool

97



Distriet i Tit t: to it sampling (every fourth chi Id) or the

,,rae point avera!w!: or students with unemployed parents was provided.

Only eight- student,: represent the children of Langer Plant

employee There are four more students at Rolla High School (we

yore not s11eee:.:;1.111 i It obiainin:; inrormtion on flair academic per-

formanee and in any vase it may not have been comparable). This

appears to he it very small sample. However, it appears that: where

Langer employees are recorded as having children, most of these chil-

dren are in grades 1 -S. For those having long terms of service, their

offspring arc adults. Thus, we have too small a population in which

to base any significance tests.

In contrast to the eight students from the Langer Plant, there

was a population of 21 students who had a parent worked at the

Public Healn Servtoe. a population or 48 students o had a parent

who worked for the Bureau of Indian Affui1"s, population of 25 stu-

dents who had a parent who worked for the School District (teachers'

aides, bus drivers, cooks, custodians) and of 6J5 students whose parents

were both unemployed (representing 264 such students) . All students

are tribal and attend Belcourt High School located on the reservation.

The results or the Grade Point analysis are in the table below.

* A diserepaney exists between the hanger plant employee
reportin childrt.!1 in hi:01 school (1r1) and the number listed at
the s(' h,m1 W). aro Foul. siodonts i'vo,(1 to) leanger-lribal
families attendin 1;&)l La Pigh sehool. This, however, leaves un-
resolved a con:.:idov;:b:p diserepancy.
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CRAM VOIW AURAGES
Pirrm'a

Stndents with
--Parents Lino i uy11.0

or BULCOPRT HIGH SCHOOL
PANENTAL oCCITATIONAL STATPS

Mean tirade
Point SD*

tsa:ter Plant 8 2.62

rIA Employment .660

"Public Health Service 21 2.02 .708

School District 25 2.35 .660

UnemPloycJ 66 2.22 .804

* Standard Deviation

The grade point analysis does reveal a higher grade point

avera:w for the haNger Tribal Croup and the lowest grade point aver-

age For those having unemployed parents as might be expected. How-

ever. is the ' of the Lange'. parents, the number is small (altboop,h

the Standard Deviation is smallest) : while in the case or the unemp1oyed

parent' group, the standard deviation is quite large. Thus, 68 percent

of the unemployed parent group have grades from 1.42 to 1.00.

Another way of noting academie aehievemert is to note among

the various parental g-..oups the proportion of students who excel..

Lxcellenee for purposes or our investigation will consist of those

stud:ints who have' a grade point average of 3.00 or better. The num-

ber or s indonts among the hanger group is 2 (270, among those who

wort: at the Public Health Service is 4 097), among those whose parents

are cloployed at PIA is 9 ) , among 'hose whose parents are employed

at the school di:;triet is 7 (28.), and among those whose parents are

11nt',1 nY0° th" inv"I'vp k 1 0 (IS 1. Pdrentt; employed by the school

district appear to hdve t'e hest record.
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The information which we accumulated permitted us to test

another hypothesis dealing with parental labor status and academic

achievement of children and that is the hypothesis that there is a

difference between the grade point average of students whose parents

are double breadwinners, single breadwinners or unemployed. Distinc-

tions can also be made between students of parents, the breadwinner

of which is the mother, and those where the breadwinner is the father.

It is a question as to whether higher achievement would be demonstrated

in those families where both parents are employed or where the father

is the sole supporter. It is to be noted that for the eight high

school students who have a parent who is employed at the Langer Plant,

the parents are in all cases both employed. The grade point averages

are given in Table 55.

TABLE 55

GRADE POINT AVERAGES OF BELCOURT HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS WITH DIFFERENT FAMILIAL LABOR STATUS

Students with
Parents: N

Mean
Grade Point

Standard
Deviation

Employed at Langer
Plant 8 2.62 .544

Both parents employed
(BIA, PHS, School Dist.) 47 2.28 .673

Mother only employed
(BIA, PHS, School Dist.) 18 2.12 .746

Father only employed
(BIA, PHS, School Dist.) 24 2.33 .665

Both Unemployed 66 2.22 .804

The results indicate that the least motivating situation

would appear to be where the mother is the sole support of the family.

Since the families comprise a portion of employment groups originally
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considered an adjustment of the mean grade point averages of each

occupational group can be made to reflect exclusion of the students

whose mother is sole familial support.



VIII. Relationship Between Parental Background and College
Attendance of Turtle Mountain Reservation Enrollees

To further determine the extent of the relationship between

parental background (status and occupational level) and ultimate

educational aspirations of their children, a survey can be made of

known college students as to parental background. Such a survey is

at least possible for all those aspiring students who take advantage

of the BIA Student Post-secondary Grant program which make up any

deficits between earnings and educational expenses for accepted appli-

cants. The grant program is available to all enrolless of Indian

tribes who demonstrate one-eighth Indian ancestry.

The Education office of the BIA processes all applications

for such grants and tne BIA Education Office at Belcourt had a list-

ing of all students enrolled with the Turtle Mountain Tribe who received

federal grants for the year 1973-74. Parental backgrounds were supplied

by the administrative assistant for as many of the applicants for which

such information was known.

During the year 1973-74 some 301 Turtle Mountain enrollees were

taking advantage of the student grants program. However, a great many

of the enrollees in the program had moved away from the area and had

lived away for many years, in many cases all their lives. Of this

category, there was little or no existent information on parental labor

backgrounds. The great number of such enrollees does testify to the

high mobility of the younger generation away from the Turtle Mountain

Reservation. The extent of this mobility is indicated by the geographic

extent of the universities and colleges attended by the recipients.

102
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TABLE 56

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES BY STATE
ATTENDED BY TURTLE MOUNTAIN TRIBAL ENROLEES

Institution Enrollees

North Dakota Colleges and Universities
(UND, NDSU, Idahgeton Science, Minot
State, Valley City State, Lake Region
Junior, Mary College, NDSU Bottineau,
UND Williston)

Minnesota Colleges and Universities
(114, Bemidji State, Moorhead State,
St. Cloud State, McAllistar)

Montana Colleges and Universities
(Univ. of Montana, Eastern Montana,
Montana State, Northern Montana,
Eastern Montana)

Washington (Univ. of Washington,
Washington State, Eastern Washington,
Central Washington, Seattle Central,
Univ. of Puget Sound, Tacoma Community,
Mt. Hood, Ft. Lewis College, Evergreen
State College, Everett Community)

Oregon Colleges and Universities
(Southern Oregon, Eastern Oregon,
Univ. of Portland, Portland State,
Portland Community College, Oregon
Tech. Institute)

165'

22

22

21

South Dakota Colleges and Universities
(U. of SD, Black Hills State, Huron 6
College, Aberdeen State College)

Wisconsin Colleges and Universities 5

California Colleges and Universities

Utah Colleges and Universities 5

Others: (Ranges from Ivy League Colleges
as Amhurst and Dartmouth to Haskell Indian 50
Junior College )

9
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The pattern shows a great deal of.interest in pursuit of higher

educational goals on the part of both resident young people and emi-

grants from the area. The impact of the BIA Educational Grant program

appears considerable. Applications for the school year 1974-75 are

also considerably over last year's record. Key to the utilization of

the legislation is the knowledge of its bensfits'and information appeais

to have been disseminated well (in terms of absolute numbers) to those

whose contact with their enrolled tribe is minimized by time and dis-

tance. One, however, can only speculate on how many or what propor-

tion would take advantage of benefits under the program.

Of the 301 enrollees designated as recipients of higher educa-

tional grants some 108 could be characterized as emigrants. No paren-

tal occupational information was available on another 57 grant reci-

pients attending ND universities or colleges. In some cases the admin-

istrative assistant was not able to associate the grant recipients

with known families on the reservation, but in most cases it was noted

that the recipients were attending Lake Region Junior College, Mayville

College, UND Williston, and Minot State College; emigration to those

immediate areas away from the Reservation can be inferred for a sub-

stantial number of these personnel.

Identification of parents (by occupational designation) was

made of 136 students listed as grant recipients for 1973-74. In

several instances a person was the parent of several students. The

occupational category is checked once for each student so an occupa-

tional category may reflect several multiple designates for the same

parent. The breakdown is given in Table 57.
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TABLE 57

OCCUPATIONAL LABELS FOR PARENTS OF
TURTLE MOUNTAIN COLLEGE GRANT STUDENTS

Oempation 4 of Students

Parents work for Bureau of Indian Affairs

Parents work other Federal programs or
Agencies (Community Action Program) 15

Parents employed by local schools 9

Parents working at Public Health Service 5

Tribal positions 2

Parents working at William Langer Jewel Plant 7

Parents are State Employees (working at San
Haven Sanitorium) 3

Parents unemployed (including retired, social
security, welfare, or ADC recipients) 20

Parents in training program 2

Parents are farmers 16

Self-supporting (parents deceased) 12

Parents are self-employed. In small business

Working class occupations - service occupations
(nurses aid, barber, bartender, secretary, night S

watchman)

Blue Collar occupations (carpenter, railroad, con-
struction, plumber, trucker) 11

Part-time (seasonal occupation--generally road
work for BIA--May to Sept.) 8

Foster parents (no other information available) 4

16
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The summary shows the diverse familial backgrounds of the stu-

dent grant recipients. While it might seem that the number of students

who work at the Langer Jewel Beating Plant is small, it must be remembered

that survey data shows only ten workers at the plant with children of

college age or adult status. Thus some six of those in position to

have college attending dependents have sent their dependents to college.

The recipients span the spectrum of occupational backgrounds.

There is a respectable number representing families that have experienced

a chronic unemployed status or whose household heads only take part in

seasonal occupations. These seasonal occupations generally represent

working on BIA road maintenance. These jobs are available only from

May through September.

If we combine figures for BIA employees, Public Health service

employees, other federal agency employees (post office, 'Community

Action Programs, Housing and Urban Development) and local school dis-

trict employees, we find that the cumulative category of "government

employee" is the most frequent background for all grant recipients.

This suggests the relevance of stable merit based occupations to edu-

cational aspirations of the dependent of tribal persons. On the other

hand this may simply reflect more awareness and better information dis-

semination in the federal grants program.

In reviewing the data on parents in the government employee cate-

gory it was also noted that where head of the household was in one govern-

ment sub-category the other parent also had an independent career in

government employment. Three of the heads of household working ior

the Public Health Service had spouses working for the BIA, the local

school and CAP. Three heads of.household working for BIA had spouses
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working at the school or Public Health Service and heads of household

working in other federal agencies had spouses working in some capa-

city for BIA and local schools. The dual bread winner family may simply

represent the more affluent environment conducive to advanced educa-

tion aspirations or it may also reflect reinforcing achievement influences

on the part of both parents. Two workers at the Jewel Plant also had

spouses working at the BIA.

One must also consider the possiblity that any discrimination

between parental occupation categories as academic in light of the

available opportunities under the educational grants program. With-

out the assistance of the BIA policy the opportunity to attend college

for dependents is unlikely whatever the motivation toward attendance.

With the program the opportunity is high and application for and assis-

tance becomes a matter of course where motivations toward attendance

pass a minimal threshold. The continued existence of the program

appears essential to the maintenance of.the new higher levels of col-

lege attendance.



IX. Conclusions and Recommendations

This study attempted to test the existence of a difference

between selected labor environment groups in terms of achievement

and educational aspirations. The presentation of data to this point

has involved a test of the relationships between various background

variables (including the labor environment variable) and various indi-

cators of educational aspiration and achievement.

With the exception of a few selected items such as the expecta-

tion of government aid for their children, an assessment that the

costs of education are too high and basic interest in tribal affairs,

a very similar distribution of response exists for the three select

target groups. Where significant differences exist between groups

it is in regard to specific situations that place attitudinal con-

straints on the group. For instance, the availability of BIA post-

secondary education grants would necessarily impel a high expecta-

tion of a post-secondary education for children of tribal parents.

One could say that the new post-secondary education grants have revi-

talized expectations and aspirations among tribal residents.

Various explanations may be put forward to account for the

similarity of patterned responses among the selected groups. One

is that the instrument itself could have been constructed to exhibit

more discriminatory power across all groups. However, even where indi-

vidual items prove to be good dichotomous discriminators, the response

patterns manifested themselves across the selected target groups.
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That is, the variance is within rather than between groups.

The other explanation is that the three select target groups

reflect very similar outlooks and views toward education and their

children's future education. This may provide the explanation for

similarity in the distribution of responses. While Reservation Con-

trol Group members may have lived in an environment of chronic unem-

ployment, most respondents exhibited a labor history. Most respon-

dents belong to the lower middle class. Their children attend schools

similar in level of instruction to the non-tribal schools in the area

(although the new Level I accreditation of the Belcourt Community

School indicates improved instruction for tribal students). All

the inhabitants of the region, whether tribal or non-tribal, are

affected by regional agricultural conditions and similar isolation.

Certainly non-agricultural and non-tribal workers in the community,

face a similar economic environment--a limited number of retail and

blue collar positions in public service and agricultural support

occupations.

The tendency of the respondents in the study to respond posi-

tively to most items can be accorded several explanations. One is

that the items involve a response set impelling the most favorable

response on the part of the respondents. Another explanation is that

the items test diffuse support of educational objectives. That is,

where the item does not call upon a specific commitment toward an

educational objective, the respondent will support the hypothetical

commitment. As long as the expectation does not involve material

costs, the psychological costs of agreeing with a pro-education stance

is low. A talk with Dr. Koss on a truancy follow-up project indicated
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that parents when counseled about their children's absenteeism

expressed concern over their children's behavior and supported their

youngster's continued pursuit of an education. However, once the

counselors had talked with the parents, there appeared to Je little

follow-up to change the behavior of their children. The same type

of response may be operative here: support of education values in

the abstract but little implementation.

Finally, it should be noted that the analysis of data gathered

in this study remains to be pursued at different levels. An analysis

of variance involving the dependent variables in the study computed

for the three selected target groups is being studied at the present

time. Generally the results presented by the non-parametric analysis

are confirmed.

The analysis of the late to this point has not been exhaustive.

Several refinements of both data and analysis remain to be pursued.

For instance, inflated chi-squares due to inclusion of the no response

column .by the statistical package (SPSSH) must be adjusted by pulling

all no response cards for a given variable and running the program

one variable at a time. Similarly, more refined results may be

achieved by applying the statistical package to a reduced population

of respondents eliminating the "0" respondents. Also the education

level material can be recoded to make a discrete distinction between

high school graduates and non-graduates. However, all these refine-

ments in all likelihood would not materially affect the results. They

would certainly not overturn existing findings.

The study pointed to an improved successor study which may be

taken at a future time. In applying the measures of achievement and

aspiration to these populations, researchers should give more attention
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to the question of linkage between achievement attitudes of parents

and the attitudes and measures imperative that this BIA Post-

Secondary grant program be continued at its present level. It is

important, however, that realistic expectations be generated. "Col-

lege" by itself and all "college courses" by themselves do not guaran-

tee an employable future, although they improve the chances for same.

The role of vocational education and trade schools should be publi-

cized. Certainly, those high school graduates who have some plans

are more vocationally Oriented.

The effect of the Langer Plant upon employee attitudes toward

education and aspirations is difficult to measure. The children per-

form similarly to those of other groups; there is a similar level of

expectation of post-secondary education. It is to be noted that the

Langer employee group report ten of their children in college. This

is from a population of college age of 18. It would appear that the

Langer Plant families are taking good opportunity of the post-

secondary grants program.

In conclusion, it may be said that this study provided the

researchers with the preliminary groundwork to become involved in

a more rigorous study. Our omissions have pointed the way to a more

precise and relevant instrument. This study has developed into a

satisfying pilot study which should be employed to test like situa-

tions on a greater scale.
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